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Abstracl

ABSTRACT

Creating an Environmental Management System (EMS) at the Manitoba Métis

Federation's (MMF) Home Office provides an excellent oppo(unity to incorporate the

unique Métis environmental worldview into its operations. The MMF is the self-

government representative of the Manitoba Métis Community and their Home Office is

iocated at 150 Henry Avenue in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

This research was carried out as participatory action research involving the MMF

and its employees to design an EMS for their Home Off,rce. An environmental survey

and a focus group were conducted to help determine the unique elements of a Métis

approach. The MMF's action plan and EMS were developed qualitatively from

discussions with employees and management considering cultural relevance and their

understanding of what was feasible in the organization.

It was evident from the participatory research that employees and management of

the Home Office strongly feel that the MMF has a responsibility to address its

environmental impacts and are willing to participate in the design of their EMS.

Contrasting the quantitatively rated environmental aspects with the results from

the participatory research demonstrated the difference between what is quantitatively

rated as feasible for the organization with what is preferred by the MMF employees.

Replacing the heating system and windows were rated as moderate for feasibility but

were tied as the most significant aspects participants would like addressed at the MMF

Home Office. To accommodate for the differing priorities, an EMS should strive to meld

both the feasibility rating and employee priorities into the plan. Certain actions,

including replacing the heating system, and windows may be too expensive for the first



year of the EMS but may become more feasible as the organization implements other

actions to reduce their operating costs.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Métis, as recognized by the Section 35 ofthe Canadian Constitution, are one of

the three distinct Aboriginal Peoples in Canada. A Métis is def,rned by the Métis National

Council (2002) as: "a person who self-identifies as Métis, is of historic Métis Nation

Ancestry, is distinct from other Aboriginal Peoples and is accepted by the Métis Nation".

Sustainability is integral to Métis culture and knowledge (Métis National Council 2006).

The Métis worldview has been shaped over centuries tkough their unique relationship

with the environment. The Métis worldview arose from their successful participation in a

mixed economy that optimized profits while sustainably using natural resources.

Creating an Environmental Management System at the Manitoba Métis

Federation's Home Office provides an excellent opportunify to incorporate the unique

Métis environmental worldview into its operations. An Environmental Management

System (EMS) is a component ofan organization's overall management system that

commonly includes an environmental policy, environmental aspects, objectives, targets,

actions, significant aspects, environmental programmes, legal requirements, training and

awareness, organizational structure, communication, emergency preparedness,

operational and document control, plans for addressing non-conformities, monitoring,

management reviews and auditing (Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002; Rondinelli & Vastag,

2000).

The goals of an EMS are to increase environmental sustainability and

profitability, which complements the Métis worldview. Similar to other small and

medium sized organizations, by conducting an environmental audit of the MMF Home
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Office and implementing the recommended retrofits, the MMF could receive energy,

water, materials, and solid waste cost reductions (Hillary, 2003).

This thesis is divided into six chapters and two appendices. In Chapter Two, the

Literatu¡e Review, the author consulted literature in the following areas: Métis identity;

sustainability; reducing waste; reducing energy consumption; reducing water usags;

environmental management; EMSs; and the benefits of EMSs. EMS methodologies are

also discussed including waste audits and energy audits. Chapter Three describes the

participatory research methodology. Chapters Four and Six arejournal articles for

publication. Chapter Five is an EMS Handbook that was created to assist the MMF with

implementing and maintaining their EMS. Appendix One is the report that was created

based on the findings from the MMF Environmental Survey. Appendix Two is the notes

from the focus group session.

1 l Goals and obj ectives

The goal of this project is to design an EMS for the MMF. Objectives for this

project include:

1 . Utilizing participatory research to ensure that the EMS builds on the strengths of

the MMF Home Office, considers cultural relevance, and reflects the employees'

and management's understanding of what is feasible for the MMF

2. Ensuring that the project is inclusive and seeks to reflect the Métis worldview

1.2 Significance

EMSs differ to reflecf each individual organization or corporation therefore the

MMF's EMS is expected to be distinct as the MMF represents the Métis Nation in

Manitoba. This raises the following questions: can an EMS reflect a unique Indigenous
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Nation with their own environmental worldview and how can an EMS build on the

strengths of the MMF? Conducting a Métis specihc EMS has never been explored,

which represents a gap in the understanding ofhow EMSs vary to represent different

organizations and worldviews.

1,3 Personal Interest in the Projecf

This project is signihcant to the author as she is Métis, a member of the MMF and

was employed as a policy analyst for two years at the MMF. While employed at the

MMF, she had the opportunity to learn and experience Métis culture and work wifh many

dedicated individuals. It was apparent from her involvement with the MMF that Métis

culture and traditions Lurite the employees of the MMF and many Métis people are very

proud of their heritage and achievements. This unity and pride prompted her to consider

how the MMF could address its environmental impact at the Home Office.

The interest in implementing an EMS at the MMF arose from the author noticing

the potential for an EMS resulting in reduced environmental impacts while incurring

costs savings at the Home Office. The author envisions that by implementing the EMS,

the MMF has the oppoÍunity to reduce its environmental impacts and operational costs

enabling the organization to spend more funding on programs that benef,rt Métis citizens

in Manitoba.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review

This research requires that literature be consulted in the following areas: Métis

identity; sustainability; reducing waste; reducing energy consumption; reducing water

usage; environmental management; EMSs; and the benefits of EMSs. EMS

methodologies will be discussed including waste audits and energy audits.

2.1 Métis Identity

The Métis people originated from First Nation mothers and European fathers in

Western Canada. Due to the slowness of European settlement and their isolation, the

First Nation women and European men intermarried and formed the Métis Nation. The

Métis are a distinct people with a unique: language, govemance system, history, and

culture (Métis National Council, 2007).

Métis were extremely knowledgeable about the province as they had great

mobility, spoke several languages, and conversed with many cultures. Facilitating

communication between many First Nations and settlers, they traveled far from the

Manitoba settlement to the Northwest Territories, California, and the Mississippi (L.

Barkwell, pers comm.). Reliant on many regions lor a variety of purposes, they would

travel to one region fo¡ berries and another to hunt.

Métis people have made substantial contributions to the Canadian economy,

military, language, arts, governance, and politics. Economically, the Métis have

contributed through their momentous parlicipation in the fur trade and as major

entrepreneurs such as Cuthbert Grant. Métis were also highly involved in transportation

by creating the York boat and the Red River Cart, as well as working on the rail system

(Préfontaine, Paquin, & Young, Traditional Métis Transpofation, 2003). The Red River
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Cart was highly versatile: it was used to transport up to one thousand pounds of Buffalo

meat, for freight across the prairie, as a raft or boat for crossing water and as temporary

shelter (Anderson, 2004).

Militarily, the Métis demonstrated their abilities during the Battle of Grand

Coteau. In 1 851 , during the Battle of Grand Coteau, forty Métis successfully defended

themselves from 2000 Dakotas. Their success in battle resulted in the Métis being known

as the "masters of the plain" (Teillet, 2006).

Linguistically, Métis contributed by the creation of Michif, the language of the

Métis. Métis language and culture originates from jackpost trading stations where

Aboriginal women, French men, and their children lived together with other families. As

time passed, French men would start speaking the Aboriginal language and Aboriginal

women would start speaking French; with time the two languages and cultures combined

to form a new language, Michif, and a new people, the Métis (Shore, 2000). The

development of Michif is signihcant as it confirms that Métis people for a long time were

bilingual and could speak French and Cree as well as that Métis culture is distinct from

French and Cree culture (Crauford, 1985).

Artistically, Métis have contributed by their distinctive beadwork, dance, and

music. Dance and music are vital to Métis culture, as Métis people are known to be very

sociable and love to enteftaìn. Important Métis dances include the Red River Jig, The

Handkerchief Dance, the Rabbit Dance, Drops of Brandy, Quadrille, the Sash Dance, and

the Square Dance (Paquin, Préfontaine, & Young,2003; Whidden 1993). Métis songs

were often created after a significant event such as the Battle ofBatoche or a large
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buffalo hunt (Paquin, Préfontaine, & Young,2003). Songs were used to transmit

traditional knowledge from one generation to the next (Hourie, n.d.).

Govemmentally, Métis have contributed though their govemance structure that

has been in existence since the Buffalo Hunt as demonstrated by the strict rules regarding

behavior during the hunt (Anderson, 2004). Another early example of Métis self-

government is the Saskatchewan Métis Society that was officially formed in 1937 (Budd,

2007; Dorion & and Préfontaine, 2003). By 1938, the Saskatchewan Métis Society

represented Métis people from fourteen different branches across Saskatchewan, had a

five-member committee, a president, and a constitution (Budd, 2007).

Politically, one of the Métis people's many contributions includes fheir role in the

creation of the Manitoba Act. On December 8, 1869, the Métis in Manitoba formed a

provisional government to negotiate Manitoba's entry into Canada (Teillet, 2006;

Préfontaine & Dorion, The Métis and the Spirit ofResistance,2003). Father Richot was

the principal negotiator for the Métis. It was agreed that prior to Manitoba entering

confederation that the Manitoba Act would include English and French as the official

languages, protect current resident's land from settlers, and grant the Métis a homeland

(Préfontaine & Dorion, The Métis and the Spirit of Resistance, 2003). Although Métis

were successful in negotiating their involvement in the Manitoba Act, the system for

distributing land and protecting cunent residents of Manitoba was flawed, which resulted

in many Métis people losing their land and becoming marginalized (Teillet, 2006).

Afte¡ the rebellion and the loss of their land, the Métis mainly dispersed to the

North and West of the Manitoba settlement. Their strong connection to the land is
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evident in their mixed-use economy, and their integral and long-term involvement in the

fur trade, in transportation, the economy, the arts, politics and education (Brown, 1980).

Since the 1880s, the Métis have had a history of marginalization, ignored by

development and government, who encroached on their traditional territory. The Métis

have made significant contributions to the development of the prairies, yet there is little

contemporary literature about Métis land-use in Manitoba as existing literature focuses

primarily on Métis script and land rights (Sprague, Canada and the Métis, 1869-1g95,

1988; Sprague, Government Lawlessness in the Administration of Manitoba Land

Claims, 1870 - 1887., 1980; Chartrand, 1991). However, contributions ofthe Métis

people extend far beyond these concerns, in both depth and scope.

2.1.1 The Métis Nation

The Métis National Council (2002) dehnes a Métis as: "a person who self-

identifies as Métis, is of historic Métis Nation Ancestry, is distinct from other Aboriginal

Peoples and is accepted by the Métis Nation". As recognized by the Section 35 ofthe

canadian constitution, Métis are one ofthe three distinct Aboriginal peoples in canada.

The Métis Nation has five provincial governing members: Métis Nation of Ontario, the

Manitobâ Métis Federation, Métis Nation - Saskatchewan, Métis Nation of Alberta, and

Métis Nation British columbia. Each governing member has an elected president who

also is on the Board of Directors of the Méris National Council. Since 1983, the Métis

National Council has been the federal and international representative ofthe Métis Nation

(Métis National Council, 2007).
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2.1.2 Manitoba Métis Federation

The MMF is the self-government representative of the Manitoba Métis

Community and is one of the five governing members of the Métis National Council.

The MMF has a three level-governing system with locals, regional offices and a

provincial board. The MMF building, built in 1958, is located at 150 Hen¡y Avenue in

Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Canadian Pacihc Railway owned the building before the

MMF and the building still houses the Canadian Pacific Railway Police Service. The

MMF houses over i 50 employees at their Home Office in Winnipeg. In addition, there

are also employees in seven regional offices: Interlake Region, Northwest Region,

Southeast Region, Southwest Region, The Pas Region, Thompson Region, and WirLnipeg

Region.

2.2 Sustainability

In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Economy released Our

Common Future, the "Brundtland ReÞoÉ". The report popularized the term "sustainable

development" and the definition'. " Sustainable development is development that meets the

needs of the present without compromising the ability offuture generotions to meet their

own needs ". Over the past two decades, industry, government, non-government

organizations, and educators have ubiquitously used the terms "sustainable development"

and "sustainability" prompting many to criticize the definition of sustainable

development for being ambiguous and that ambiguity leading to misuse by companies

wanting to be perceived as environmentally friendly. The concept of sustainable

development has also been heavily criticized by scholars, such as Sharon Beder (2006),

who feel that the goals of business and environment are not compatible. Natural
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capitalism, as discussed in the next section, provides principles to assist organizations to

achieve sustainability that can be incorporated into their EMS.

2.2.1 Natural Capitalism

According to Paul Hawken (1993), the most damaging aspect of the current

economic system is not valuing environmental degradation when setting market prices.

The term "capital" commonly refers to the accumulation of wealth through different

assets such as investments, businesses, and properties. The terms "natural capital" refer

to natural resources including renewable and non-renewable resources (Hawken, Lovins,

& Lovins, 1999). According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, there are four natural

capitalism principles:

1. Using resources more effectively

2. Creating products that mimic nature by not producing waste or toxicity

3. Providing services instead of selling and making products

4. Investing in human and natural resources

The first principle is achieved through technological and design changes that

allow resources to be used more effectively. By using resources more effectively, it can

save organizations capital, time, and operational costs (Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins,

1999). The second principle relies on changes in design to create closedJoop production

systems that emulate nature by nof producing waste (Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 1999).

The third principle involves a change in the business model by providing services instead

of making and selling products. By providing seruices, businesses retain ownership of

their products and are responsible for maintaining, recycling, and remanufacturing their

products (Senge, Seville, Lovins, & Lotspeich, 2000). This benefits the business and the
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consumer as it results in products that are more reliable, durable, efficient, and affordable

(Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 1999). The final principle states that business should strive

to add value to the environment and society to make a positive contribution (Hawken P. ,

1993). Simply reducing their impact does not equal a positive contribution. Companies

now recognize that lower costs, greater savings, safer workplaces, and increased

productivity are all outcomes of more efficient manufach:ring methods (Hawken P. ,

1993).

2.3 Reducing Waste

Waste is often defined as unwanted materials (Statistics Canada, 2005). Waste

can be broken down categorically by composition (such as glass, metal, organic), source

(such as industrial, residential, commercial) or state (liquid, gaseous, or solid) (Statistics

Canada, 2005). This section will discuss two popular disposal options for waste, discuss

waste audits, and provide a waste generation comparison between Canada and other

countries-

2.3.1 Composting

Composting is a biological process where organic materials are bloken down by

microorganisms into humus (Composting Council of Canada). The composting process

creates heat that kiils pathogens (Statistics Canada, 2005). Humus can be used in

gardening and landscaping. Composting is beneficial as it reduces the amount of waste

entering landfills and can reduce the need for fertilizers and pesticides in gardening.

Compost contains plant nutrients, soil microbes, and organic fiber. According to the

Composting Council of Canad,a,50% of the waste stream could be composted

(Composting Council of Canada).

l0
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Approximately I1%o of the waste generated in an office building is compostable

food waste (Public Works and Government Selvices Canada,2006). In office buildings,

three areas typically generate compostable food waste: individual workstations, staff

lunchrooms and cafeterias or restaurants (Public Works and Government Services

Canada,2006).

2.3.2 Recycling

Recycling is the process of collecting, separating, and reprocessing used materials

into new products (Statistics Canada, 2005). Common recyclables include: newsprint,

soda cans, pop bottles, batteries, tires, cardboard, used oil, metal, and plastic. In 2002,

Canadians recycled 6.6 million tonnes of non-hazardous waste materials (Statistics

Canada, 2005). The main benefits of recycling include: less extraction of primary

resources and reducing the amount of waste entering the landfill.

2.3.3 Waste Reduction Education

Many organizations deem their waste reduction strategies successful if they

produce more recycling although soleìy increasing recycling does not accomplish the

goal of reducing waste (Dowie, McCarlney, & Tamm, 1998).

2.3.4 Waste Audits

Waste audits have three goals. The first goal is to ascertain quantitative data such

as waste volumes and weight. The second goal is to gain qualitative data including

identifrcation of what is in the waste stream, and where the waste is generated. The third

goal is creating a comprehensive plan for reducing waste (Dowie, McCarlney, &.Tamm,

1998). The plan for reducing waste should include a monitoring regime for ensuring that

you are reaching your targets.

l1
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There are th¡ee different methodologies for waste audits. The first approach is

analyzing all materials produced by an entire organization (Dowie, McCartney, & Tamm,

1998). The second approach is conducing mini-audits on each area to analyze waste.

The third approach is contrasting inpul versus output.

To compare input and output, it is essential that there is proper inventory ofnew

purchases. Two strategies for comparing input versus output are measuring the average

waste generated by employee or by area (Dowie, McCartney, & Tamm, 1998). One of

the advantages of measuring input versus output is that it will identif whether the

organization is actually producing less waste.

2.3.4. 1. Measuring Waste

There are two different methods for measuring waste: measuring the waste by

volume or measuring the waste by weight (Dowie, McCartney, & Tamm, 1998).

2.3.5 A Waste Comparison with another country

There is a significant need for Canadians to reduce their waste production that is

easily illustrated by contrasting waste production in Canada with Norway or other

European countries. In 2002, Canadians produced over 30.4 million tonnes of waste

(Statistics Canada, 2005). ¡nn,ru1¡t, Norwegians produce 8.8 millions tonnes of waste

(Govemment of Norway, 2004). In 2002, the average Canadian produced nine hundred

and seventy one kilograms of waste (Statistics Canada, 2005). In 2003, the average

Norwegian annually produced th¡ee hundred and sixty five kilograms of waste

(Government ofNorway, 2004). The average Canadian produced more than twice the

waste of the average Norwegan. In 2002, Norway used 67% of all industrial and

t2
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residential waste as raw materials for recycling or as energy sources (Govemment of

Norway, 2004).

2.4 Reducing Energy Consumption

2.4.1 Energy Efficiency

Increasing energy effrciency can reduce environmental impacts and operational

costs. There are many no-cost or low-cost opporhrnities for reducing energy bi1ls in

commercial buildings. According to Manitoba Hydro, there are three main ways to

reduce energy consumption: 1) reducing operating time; 2) controlÌing temperature; and

3) preventing losses (Manitoba Hydro, 2006). To reduce operating time, employees are

encouraged to turn-off devices that are not being used (Manitoba Hydro, 2006).

According to Manitoba Hydro (2006), the largest uses of energy in a commercial building

is space heating (31%), ventilation (15.8%) and lighting (17.9%) (Table 1).

Table 1. Typical Energy Use for a M¿nitoba Commercial Building (Manitoba
Hydro,2006).

Uses of Energy Percentage

Space Heating 31.9 %

Ventilation 1.5.8%

Lighting 17,9 %

Office Equipment and Plug Load 10.7 %

HVAC Equipment Electricity 8.9%

Refri geration Equipment 5.3%

Service Hot Water 3.2%

Space Cooling 3.0%

Miscellaneous Equipment 2.6%

Food Service Equipment 0.7 %

Total 100.0 %
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2.4.2 Energy Audit

Energy audits are used to determine: how energy is used and cost effective

strategies for reducing energy usage and operating costs (Manitoba Hydro, 2006). Often

energy audits will identifr energy savings of 10% to 15% depending on the current

effrciency of the building (Manitoba Hydro, 2006).

2,4.3 Canadian Energy Consumption

In 2003, Canadians consumed 7,605 petajoules of energy, a 370 increase from

2002 (Statistics Canada,2003). On average, every fifty minutes Canadians use one

petajoule of energy (Statistics Canada, 2003).

2.5 Reducing Water Usage

Canadians are only 0.5% ofthe world's population but have access to 200/o of the

global fresh water stock and 7o/o of the rcnewable water flow (Statistics Canada, 2003).

ln 1996, personal and govemment water usage accounted for 9% ofCanada's total an¡ual

water consumption (Statistics Canada, 2003).

2,5.1 Water Efficiency

Increasing water efficiency has benefits for the individual user (lower water bills)

and society (less pollution, lower water costs, extending the lifecycle of water and

wastewater treatment plants) (Public Works and Government Services, 2006). According

to Public Works and Government Services (2006), if Canadians were to improve water

efficiency by l0%, Canadians would save $460 million dollars annually. According to

Public Works and Government Services (2006), the greatesf water usage in a commercial

I4
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building is from water-cooled air conditioning units (51%), domestic water usage

(34.3%) and kìtchen usage (8.6%) (Table 2).

Table 2. Water usage in a typical ofäce building. (Adapted from Public Works
and Government Services, 2006),

Water Use o/o of Tot¡l Consumption

Water-cooled AC units 51..0%

Domestic 34.3 %

Kitchen 8.6%

Humidification 2.8%

Drinking fountain chillers 2.3%

Pump leakage 1.0%

2.5.2 Reviewing water usage

Water usage can be tracked by comparing water bills over the past two years and

graphing water usage to understand peaks in water consumption (Public Works and

Govemment Services, 2006).

2.5.3 Comparison to other countries

On average, Canadians use 326 litres of water a day (Public Works a¡d

Government Services, 2006). Canadians have the second highest rate of water

consumption per capita in the World after the United States (Public Works and

Govemment Services, 2006). On average, a Canadian will use twice as much water daily

as someone living in France or Germany (Public Works and Govemment Services,2006).
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2.6 Environmental Management

2.6.1 The Environmental Management System

An EMS is a component of an organization's overall management system that

commonly includes an environmental policy, environmental aspects, objectives, targets,

actions, significant aspects, environmental programmes, legal requirements, training and

awarenessr organizational structure, communication, emergency preparedness,

operational and document control, plans for addressing non-conformities, monitoring,

management reviews and auditing (Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002; Rondinelli & Vastag,

2000).

ISO 14001 standard, an internationally recognized environmental management

framework, recognizes five main components in an EMS:

1. Commitment and policy

2. Planning

3. Implementation

4. Evaluation

5. Review

The frrst component of an EMS is obtaining a commitment from the organization

to improve their environmental performance and increase environmental considerations

in their daily operations (Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000; González-Benito & Gonzalez-

Benito, 2006). An environmental policy is created to document the organization's

commitment and provide a foundation for the organization's EMS (Kerr,2006; Ferreira,

Lopes, & Morais, 2006). An environmental policy should inc.lude the organization's

l6
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environmental vision, as well as be relatively general, briel and measurable (United

States Environmental P¡otection Agency, 2000).

The second component is planning the EMS process. In this stage, the

organization reviews their current environmental performance, identifies areas of

improvement for their cunent operations, creates future goals and targets, and generates a

plan for achieving their determined goals and targets (Rondinelli &YasTag,2000). The

third componenf of the process is implementing the EMS (Rondinelli &Vastag, 2000).

All identified improvements are enacted. In the fourth component of the process, the

organization evaluates their EMS through audits and monitoring to ensure that they are

reaching their goals and targets and improve any identified deficiencies in the system

(Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000). In the fifth and final component of the program, the EMS

is reviewed for continuous improvement (Rondinelli & Vastag,2000). The process is

cyclical and improvements can always be made to the EMS (Halila 2007).

l7
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Figure 1. EMS Process (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2000).
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2.7 Environmental Management Systems

2,7,1 Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

In 1993, the European Union created the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

(EMAS), a voluntary regulation that was only applicable to the industrial sector (Steger,

2000). In 2001, participation in EMAS increased by allowing the public and private

Create E nviron mental
Policy Statsmont
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sector to register (Monow & Rondinelli, 2002). EMAS is only available to organizations

ard companies in the European Union and the European Economic Area (EEA).

Involvement in EMAS requires: creating an environmental statement,

implementing an EMS, and ensuring legal compliance (European Union, 2004). The

environmental statement contains the organization's objectives, targets, current

environmental impacts, and future environmental targets. To ensure transparency among

participating organizations, each organization's environmental statements are available to

the public (European Union, 2008). The purpose ofthe EMS is to assign responsibilities,

improve operational procedures, identifu training needs, create monitoring regimes, and

improve communication (European Union,2004). To ensure legal compliance,

organizations must complete an environmental review to assess their regulatory and legal

obligations and their current management procedures (European Union, 2004).

Participating organizations' environmental statements are independently

reviewed. Registered organizations may use the EMAS logo.

2.7.2 ISO 14001

In October 1996, the International Organization for Standardization approved and

published ISO 14001 as its environmental standard (Honkasalo, 1998; Rondinelli &

Vastag,2000). ISO 14001 is a voluntary tool used by companies and organizations to

minimize environmental impacts and improve environmental performance. ISO 14001

was developed to provide corporations with the ability to implement actions towards

sustainable development (Intemational Organization for Standardization, 2002). ISO

i4000 and ISO 9000 are both generic management standards that address operational

processes (International Organization for Standardizati on,2002). One of the major
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criticisms ofISO 14001 is that is does not require organizations to provide quantitative

proof that they are actually improving their environmental performance (Rondinelli &

Vastag,2000).

2.7.3 The Natural Step Framework

The Natural Step Framework (TNS) was created to assist companies and

organizations develop strategies for attaining a sustainable future (The Natural Step,

2000). The framework helps companies to maximize their short-terrrr profits while

creating strategies for achieving long-term sustainability (The Natural Step, 2000).

One ofthe main concepts of TNS is backcasting, which is a visioning tool used to

analyze fhe present situation by considering the future (The Natural Step, 2000). Another

importa¡t concept is system conditions. System conditions are the basic principles

identified and agreed on by international scientists that must be applied for a sustainable

future. TNS uses the system conditions and backcasting to create a strategy for

maximizing profits and attaining future sustainability (The Natural Step, 2000).

2 -7 .3 .1 . Implementing TNS

Step 1: Discuss sustainability objectives

According to TNS, an organization becomes sustainable once it is

environmentally sustainable and its practices meet human needs (The Natural Step,

2000). The Natural Step outlines four sustainability objectives: eliminate the

organization's contribution to the increasing need for resources extracted from the earth's

crust, eliminate the organization's contribution to over-consumption and over-production,

eliminate the organization's contribution to envi¡onmental degradation through over-

harvesting, and environmental modifications, and ensure that the organization meets all
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human needs (The Natural Step, 2000). According to Manfred Max-Neef, there are nine

basic necessities to meet human needs: subsistence, protection, participation, leisure,

affection, understanding, creation, identity, and freedom (The Natural Step, 2000).

Step 2: Analyze operations to identify cunent energy and material usage

After discussing the sustainability objectives, the next step is to analyze lhe

organization's current operations to identif! solutions. It is important that all employees

are involved in identiÍling areas of improvement and creating solutions. TNS

recommends using each objective to analyze the current situation and then envision the

future if society continues down that path without change.

Step 3: Envision your organization in a sustainable society

This step assists organizations to envision their organization without the

constraints of current reality. Each current action by the organization is contrasted with

the organization's vision of the future. Organizations should create a list ofsolutions to

meet each of the four objectives.

Step 4: Create a list ofpriorities

The final step in the process is to prioritize the list of solutions identified in the

third sfep. For each solution, the organization should ask whether it will help them move

towards their sustainability objectives, whether they are creating a system that can be

continually improved and whether solutions offer adequate return (The Natural Step,

2000).

2,8 Benefits of an Environmental Management System

The potential benefits of developing an EMS for the MMF include improving:

Cost savings
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- Environmental awareness

- Employee and community health

- Public relations and marketing

- Environmental and economic sustainability

Implementing an EMS can reduce operational costs for an organization (U.S.

Green Building Council, 2005). Implementing an EMS will increase employee

environmentaI considerations in daily activities, which often leads to increasing

environmental awareness (Rondinelli & Vastag, 2000). This may be particularly true for

the Métis as the environment is integral to the culture.

Once successfully implemented, the MMF could use the EMS in their

communication strategy to portray the organization as a leader in environmental

responsibility and awareness. This could also compliment the existing MMF Harvesting

Initiative, as it will increase the positive public image of the MMF and the Métis Nation

in Manitoba. The MMF, as the self-govemment representative of the Métis Nation in

Manitoba, differs from the majority of organizations or corporations that implement an

EMS. This political connection with Métis in Manitoba gives the MMF the ability to

improve the health of not only their employees but also the Manitoba Métis Community

by lncreasing sustainability and environmental awareness. As the MMF becomes more

environmentally aware, their environmental visions and targets will further develop. Al

EMS that is constantly evolving and improving will increase the environmental

sustainability of the MMF.
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CHAPTER3: METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This research was carried out as pafiicipatory action research involving the MMF

and its employees to design an EMS for their Home Office. An environmental survey

and focus group were conducted to help determine the unique elements of a Métis

approach. The following section addresses how the project achieved its goals and

objectives as stated in the Introduction section.

3,1.I Designing an Environmental Management System for the MMF's

Home Office

This project achieved its overall goal of designing an EMS with the MMF in two

stages: Stage 1 - Commitment and Policy, and Stage 2 - Planning. The first objective,

utilizing participatory research to ensure that the EMS builds on the strengths ofthe

MMF Home Office was accomplished by designing an EMS that fits into the MMF's

existing management system and meets the needs of the Métis people. The second

objective of the project was to ensure that the project was inclusive and sought to reflect

the Métis worldview. Fully involving MMF Home Office employees and members of the

Manitoba Métis Community in all stages of the project accomplished this objective.

Initiatives to involve employees and reflect the Métis Worldview included: the online

survey; the focus group held with MMF employees and management; and a presentation

at the Managers Meeting.

3.1.1 .1 . Stage 1 : Commitment and policy

The first stage of commitment and policy was receiving a commitment from the

Executive Director at the MMF to improve their environmental performance and increase
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their environmental considerations in their daily operations at the Home Office. The next

step in Stage 1 was formulating an environmental policy for the MMF Home Office. The

first draft ofthe environmental policy was submitted to the Executive Director ofthe

MMF for review (Table 3).

3.1.1.2. Stage 2: Planning

During the second stage, a link to an online survey was sent via email to the

employees of the MMF's Home Office and seven regional offices regarding the

environmental aspects in the building and their recommendations for what they would

like to see improved about the building and its operations (Table 3).

3.2 Data Collection

3.2.1 Survey

Once approval was received from the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board ofthe

University of Manitoba, a link to an online survey was sent via email to the employees of

the MMF's Home Office and seven regional offices regarding the environmental aspects

in the building and their recommendations for what they would like fo see improved

about the building and its operations. To filter the results, a survey question asked

employees to identify where they worked.

The MMF Environmental survey was posted online from January 29,2007 to

February 9, 2007. In total, 61 employees from the Home Office completed the survey.

The survey consisted of33 questions and the average completion time for the survey was

ten minutes.
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3.2.2 Focus Groups

On November 20,2007,Dr. Shirley Thompson facilitated the focus group with

employees and management from the MMF's Home Office. The focus group session

lasted approximately two and a halfhours. The purpose of the focus groups was to gain

more in-depth information regarding the MMF's environment responsibilities, Métis

environmental knowledge, and sustainability.

Table 3. MMF EMS Timeline.

EMS Stages and Actions 2006 200'Ì 2008

Commitment and policy

Commitment from the Executive Director \// I

Draft the environmerfal policy

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the
environmental policy, targets and actions X2 X X

Planning

Develop the survey

Distribute the survey

Formulate the surwev results

Analyze the survey results

Conduct the focus group session

Present at a Managers Meeting at the MMF

Create a list of improvements, targets and goals X

Research possible funding sources X

Gather baseline data for the Home Office X X

Involve experts to conduct a baseline energy audit at the
MMF Home Office

I The / denotes that the action was accomplished.

' The X denotes that the action is ongoing.
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EMS Stages and Actions 2006 2007 2008

lnvolve experts to conduct a waste audit at the MMF
Home Office

Produce a draft EMS for the MMF

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the draft
EMS
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CHAPTER 4: PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH OF AN
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - BUILDING ON
THE STRENGTHS OF THE MANITOBA MÉTIS FEDERATTON

4.1 Introduction

Does a participatory process for designing an Environmental Management System

(EMS) at the Manitoba Métis Federation's (MMF) Home Office result in a better EMS?

The goal of this section is to examine how participatory research can be used to design an

EMS plan that best suits the needs ofan organization by building on: the organizational

strengths of the Métis self-govemment office, and the environmental interests of their

Métis employees. The motivation for this section is to determine how to best utilize the

information gathered from the participatory research and convey that information into an

EMS that fits into the existing management system of the organization.

An EMS is a component of an organization's overall management system that

commonly includes an environmental policy, environmental aspects, objectives, targets,

actions, significant aspects, environmental programmes, legal requirements, training and

awareness, organizational structure, communication, emergengy preparedness,

operational and document control, plans for addressing non-conformities, monitoring,

management reviews and auditing (Morrow & Rondinelli, 2002; Rondinelli & Vastag,

2000). But are EMSs generic or can an EMS reflect the culture of the MMF? The MMF

is a unique organization and it was questioned how its EMS may vary from typical Small

and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) or government offices.

Many MMF employees share similar cultural values and have a worldview that

differs from mainstream society. Métis unity is apparent by examining the success of the
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MMF, which has grown from a small group of Métis people in the late 1960s to

approximately two hundred and frfty employees across the Province representing the

Métis Nation in Manitoba. The cultural worldview of the Métis was evident during the

focus group session where the participants explained that environment is integral to Métis

culture. According to the focus group participants, the environment is the Métis way of

life. Métis are a distinct people with a unique history, language, governance system, and

culture. The Métis National Council (2002) defines a Métis as: "a person who self-

identifies as Métis, is of hisloric Métis Nation Ancestry, is distinctfrom other Aborìginal

Peoples and is accepted by the Métis Notion". Section 35 ofthe Canadian Constitution

recognizes Métis as one of the three distinct Aboriginal Peoples in Canada.

Métis people originated from First Nation mothers and European fathers in

Western Canada. Due to the slowness of European settlement and their isolation, the

First Nation women and European men intermarried and formed the Métis Nation.

According to Crawford (1985), the Métis language, Michif, developed after a long period

of Métis people speaking both French and Cree.

The MMF is the self-government representative of the Manitoba Métis

Community and is one of the five governing members of the Métis National Council.

The MMF has a th¡ee level-governing system with locals, regional offrces and a

provincial board. The MMF has employees at its Home Ofhce and seven regional

offices: Interlake Region, Northwest Region, Southeast Region, Southwest Region, The

Pas Region, Thompson Region, and Winnipeg Region. The MMF houses ove¡ 150

employees at their Home Offrce Branch in Winnipeg, as well as the Canadian Pacific

Railway (CPR) Police Service, as CPR at one time owned the building. The Home
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Offìce building was built in 195 8, when energy and resources were inexpensive, resulting

in a building that does not include high efficiency toilets, lights, fumaces, or windows.

The MMF Home Office building is located at 150 Henry Avenue in the South Point

Douglas area of Vy'innipeg, Manitoba, an economically depressed area in Winnipeg's

inner core that is surrounded by many social service providers and is an area where many

people are afraid to walk.

Discussions around establishing an EMS at the MMF Home Office began in

spring 2005. The motivations for implementing an EMS varied among employees and

management. One senior manager viewed the EMS as an opportunity to reduce operating

costs and address environmental impacts while another senior manager viewed the EMS

as an opportunity for the MMF to be innovative and demonstrate corporate social

responsibility.

4.2 Methods

Participatory research methods were undertaken to determine the potential focus

of the EMS (Table 4). To determine the areas and level of interest in the environment

and, more speci{ically, environmental change for the MMF, a link to an electronic survey

was emailed to the approximately 150 employees at the MMF's Home Office and the link

was sent to the 100 employees at the MMF's seven Regional offlces. To filter the results,

a survey question asked employees to identifr where they worked. Posted online from

January 29,2007 to February 9,2007,the MMF Environmental survey consisted of33

questions. The survey questions focused on the employees' level ofinterest in

environmental issues; the need for addressing the MMF's impact on the environment; the

level of comfort in the work environment; whether the MMF is a healthy worþlace;
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perceived safety; time spent outdoors; exposure to chemicals; Iighting; view; temperature

and air control; noise, water wastage; daily transportation; and identifuing significant

environmental aspects. With sixty-one Home Office employees responding, the response

rate was 40.3%. The average completion time for the survey was ten minutes.

After conducting the survey, a focus group session was held on November 20,

2007 , to gain furlher insight into organizational strengths, the employees' perceptions of

the MMF's environment responsibilities, Métis environmental knowledge, and

recommended methods for achieving sustainability. The two and a half hour session held

at the MMF Home Office involved eight MMF employees and managers.

To analyze the baseline or current environmental impact of the MMF, information

was gathered regarding the MMF's current energy consumption through a baseline

energy audit, waste generation tkough a waste audit, employees' perceptions from the

MMF Environmental Survey, and the employees' daily transportation from the MMF

Environmental Survey. Manitoba Hydro conducted the benchmark energy audit for the

MMF's Home Office and other buildings (Silcox, 2007).

Once the areas of interest were identified, an EMS plan was developed that could

improve the cunent situation based on the identified baseline information by

incorporating the feedback obtained from employees and managers. To ensure that the

employees were aware that management was responsive to their suggestions, a few

measures were implemented including a composting program.
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Table 4. MMF EMS Timeline.

EMS Stages and .Actions 2006 2007 2008

Commitment and policy

Commitment from the Executive Director r'/3

Draft the environmental policy

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the
environmental policy, targets and actions X4 X

Planning

Develop the survey

Distribute the survey

Formulate the survev results

Analyze the survey results

Conduct the focus group session

Present at a Managers Meeting at the MMF

Create a list of improvements, targets and goals X

Research possibLe funding sources X

Gather baseline data for the Home Ofhce X X

Involve experts to conduct a baseline energy audit at

the MMF Home Office

Involve experts to conduct a waste audit at the MMF
Home Office

Produce a draft EMS for the MMF

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the draft
EMS

3 The / denotes that the action was accomplished.

o The X denotes that the acrion is ongolng.
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4.3 Results and Discussion

One of the major strengths of the MMF for implementing the EMS is that

sustainability is integral to Métis culture and knowledge (Métis National Council 2006).

The Métis worldview has been shaped over centuries through their unique relationship

with the environment. The Métis worldview arose from their successful participation in a

mixed economy that optimized profits while sustainably using natural resources.

At the focus group session, participants discussed how Aboriginal culture is based

on the environment as it is about preserving and respecting the environment.

Environment sustainability is a huge factor for the Métis as it is important for spirituality

and it is very strong within Aboriginal culture. The environment is the Métis way of life.

A participant discussed that as part of Métis knowledge, there is a respect for nature and

replenishing environmental resources. A few participants stated that they believe there is

Métis specihc environmental knowledge but they are not sure how it is unique from First

Nation environmental knowledge. The participants acknowledged that there is a need for

more environmental education and awareness. Education should be the first priority for

Métis as it is required for change and once educated about the environment, Métis people

will demand change. This strength will greatly assist the MMF's EMS, as many of the

employees of the Home Office believe that the environment is integral for their culture

and way of life.

The focus group participants also discussed how the MMF requires innovative

solutions and to be more proactive. The participants mentioned that achieving

environmental sustainability could be something that is unique to the MMF and the
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Manitoba Métis Comrnunity. The participants agreed that it is best to start vvith a test

project, such as the Home Office, for ease of implementation. Once successful at the

Home Offìce, it would be easier to promote the project and gain the interest of the other

regions.

Another major strength of the MMF is the employees' and management's

motivation for addressing the environmental impact of the MMF. The MMF employees

participated in the survey, attended the focus group session, attended numerous meetings,

and offered innovative solutions for addressing the environment. The MMF employees

have also shown initiative for the project by researching various solutions for preventing

waste, and reducing energy and water consumption.

In total, thirty-five of the sixty-one surveyed Home Off,rce employees (57 %)

rated their level of interest in environmental issues as high, very high, or extremely high,

while twenty-four employees had moderate interesf (39%) and two employees had slight

interest (3%) (Figure 2). None ofthe employees surueyed stated that they have no

interest in environmental issues (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Interest in Environmental Issues (n=61).
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Sixty (98%) of the Home Offrce employees surveyed stated that it is important or very

important for the MMF to address its impact on the environment while one employee

(2%) stated that it is less important (Figure 3). The correlation between the level of

interest in the environment and the need to address the impact on the environment was

0.9645. The most significant environmental aspects that surveyed employees wanted

improved at the MMF include: improved themal climate (35 employees), windows that

open (35 employees), and controllable lighting (33 employees) (Table 6).
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Figure 3, Importance of Addressing Environmental Issues.
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Another major strength of the MMF is their ability to communicate with their

members and the public. Each September, the MMF hosts an Annual General Assembly

that involves approximately 12,000 of their members. The MMF also has close

partnerships with many external communication sources such as Pemmican Publications

Inc, a publishing company located in the Home Office and various Aboriginal

newspapers and Native Communications Inc. (NCI), a local Aboriginal radio station.

Another strength of the MMF is their Information Technology (IT) Department.

The MMF's IT Depafiment designed the online environmental survey that was sent to the

MMF employees and management.
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4.3. I Environmental Aspects

The MMF Home Office's current energy consumption was estimated through a

baseline energy audit conducted by Manitoba Hydro. According to Manitoba Hydro, the

total floor area of the MMF Home Office is 105,325 square feet and the energy index is

32.34-kWh/sq. ft, which is higher than other offrce buildings of this size (i.e.,29.80-

kWh/sq. ft). The majority of electricity (75.8%) was used for lights, hot water and

miscellaneous equipment (Table 5). The majority of natural gas (98.6%) was used fo¡

heating (Table 5). The baseline energy audit offered many recommendations for

reducing the Home Office's energy consumption such as reducing the temperature ofthe

offices by 1'C in the winter, increasing the temperatue of the offices in the summer by

1 'C and caulking and weather-stripping all windows and doors. The baseline audit also

recommended replacing single or double paned windows as required with energy

efhcient models as the Home Offrce's curent windows have considerable leakage and

the survey participants were concerned about the windows in the MMF Environmental

Survey.

Table 5. Energy Usage at the MMF Home Office at 150 Henry Avenue in Winnipeg,
Manitoba.

lnergy .ndicator ìaseline Data Percentage Cost

ìlectricity -ights, hot water and

niscellaneous
:quipment

t.197.504 kwh 37.9% 55,37 5.96

{eating equipment r,280 kwh 23% ì3,296.r9

Jooling equipment i03,534 kwh 9.6% 14,036.27

fotal 1,572,318 kwh 50o/" t72,708.42

t{atural gas -ights, hot water and 3,203 kwh 0.9% 1.328.00
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,834,I96 kWh

One question in the survey asked MMF Home Off,rce employees to select the

envi¡onmental aspects that they most wanted improved at the Home Offrce. The three

most selected options were the thermal climate (61%), windows that open (61%), and

controllable lighting (58%), which all related to the building environmenf (Table 6).

Table 6, Environmental Aspects (n=60).

ategory \rea of Interest Level of Interest
'emperature lhermal climate 6t%

nergy )ontrollable lighting 58%

mproved lighting 49Y.

Maste ølore recycling facilities A /10 /

)utdoor Environment u{ore green spaces 42%

ireen Purchasing u4ore organic/fair trade
rptions in the cafeteria

33%

lransportation \lternative transpoúation J¿7O

lnergy )raft free windows 28%

Mindow that open 61%

ireen Purchasing ireen cleaning products 26%

)ther ncreased security 25%

Maste )omposting 14%

As full time employees spend quite a substantial amount of time at work, it was not
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surprising that the three mosf popular environmental aspects all relate to the need for

more personal control within the employees' work environment. To respond to the

concerns ofthe employees, the MMF could achieve greater personal control and

environmental sustainability by retrofitting the building to include dimmers for

workspaces, fluorescent task lighting, or individually operable task lighting, air quality

controls and changing some windows so that they open. Implementing an EMS plan that

addresses environmental concems about the building while fully engaging the MMF

Home Office employees will benefit the MMF through lower energy, water, and waste

costs but also greater environmental a\ ¡areness and level of comfort at work.

The building focus is also partly an artifact ofthe survey's focus. It was also not

surprising that the MMF employees chose three aspects that related to the building as

seventy-five percenf (75%o) of the options listed in the survey related to the building. The

only tkee options that did not directly relate to the building were more green spaces,

alternative transpoÍation, and increased security. To build on the results of the

environmental survey, it would be interesting to conduct a follow-up survey that relates

to more general environmental aspects and program delivery for the MMF.

The focus group participants agreed that the MMF should address its

environmental impacts and identifred many possible environmental aspects for the MMF

to address including: energy efficiency; thermal climate; overall comfort; reduction in

paper usage; recycling; ergonomically friendly workspaces and offices such as hiring

someone who specializes in ergonomics; waste reduction; green spaces to encourage staff

to go outside; new windows that open for comfort and fire safety; cleaner ventilation

system; and increased ventilation.
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One participant also recommended organizing the offices so that common areas

are open with views outside including open-air meeting areas. The participant also

mentioned that all employees would enjoy adequate office space, a window, and a view.

Another innovative idea was to have open-air museums that profile Métis cultural history

as you walk through the building.

The focus group participarts mentioned that the MMF could look at reducing

their usage of office materials by implementing a comprehensive inventory of existing

supplies. The MMF could also benefit from sending more emails and electronic memos.

The baseline data for transportation was collected from the MMF Environmental

Survey. Forty-eight (80%) of the sixty employees who responded to the question in the

survey travelled to the MMF by personal vehicle, six employees used public

transportation (10%), two employees carpooled (3%), one employee walked to the MMF

Home Office (2%), one employee carpooled and used public transportation (2%o), one

employee used their own vehicle and public transportation (2%), one employee used a

personal vehicle in the winter and walked in the summer (2%) (Figvre Ð.
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Figure 4. Daily transportation to the MMF Home Office.

4.4 Conclusion and Recommendations for the EMS from the findings

Environment is an important issue for the maj ority of the employees at the

MMF's Home Office. It is evident ftom the rate of participation and the results of the

survey that MMF Home Office employees have a lot to contribute to the creation and

implementation of an EMS.

4,4.1 The major difference between the MMF and typical SMEs or

government offices is the Métis worldview.

Sustainability is integral to Métis culture and knowledge (Métis National Council

2006). As demonstrated by the survey ard focus group session, the environment is very
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important to Métis people and that needs to be demonstrated by the Home Off,rce's EMS.

The Home Office's EMS needs to be a proactive plan that is unique like the Métis

people. It was mentioned by the focus group participants that the MMF can be more

sustainable through cooperation, irurovation, education, retention, training, research,

support, protection of identity, working together, and working more with less.

4.4.2 Organtzational Stren gths an d Ch allen ges

One ofthe greatest strengths ofthis project is that sustainability is integral to

Métis culture and knowledge (Métis National Council 2006). This strength will greatly

assist the MMF's EMS, as many of the employees of the Home Office believe that the

environment is integral for their culture and way of life.

Another strength is the high level of paficipation by Home Office employees and

management in the EMS. The employees need to address the MMF's impact on the

environment has been apparent in all aspects ofthis project, as employees have been

quick to participate and offer assistance. The willingness to participate is also integral to

the creation of the EMS and has been incorporated into the EMS. If the employees were

not willing to participate, designing an EMS would have been pointless.

Senior management at the MMF quickly supported the concept of an EMS at the

MMF Home Office. Even senior management and a political representative have offered

their support for the project. According to the MMF's President, David Chartrand, "Il¡¡s

project is another concrete example ofwhat we can do to create a sustainable future for

our children and grandchildren ", (Province of Manitoba, 2007). Before continuing

discussions, it was important to determine whether employees would supporl the EMS.

Without employee and management support for the EMS, the project would have little
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chance for success (Pedersen,2007). The results of the environmental survey were

excellent motivators for this project as they demonstrated the high level ofinterest in the

environment among employees at the MMF's Home Office. Ninety-eight percent of

MMF Home Office employees believe that the MMF should address its impact on the

environment.

The greatest challenge for the proj ect is designing an EMS that the MMF is able

to implement and maintain. While working with the MMF to design the project, it was

evident that the employees and managers at the MMF are balancing many priorities.

When day-to-day issues are pressing, it is often very difficult for larger govemance

organizations to make organizational changes. For an EMS to be successful, it should be

integrated into the organization's existing structure including all corporate policies and

procedures and be compatible with the organization's corporate culture (Kirkland &

Thompson, 1999; (Jansson, Nilsson, & Rapp, 2000). Management and employees may

view drastic attempts to alter the way they operate as a critique oftheir work and may

result in less employee and management acceptance of the EMS (Kirkland & Thompson,

1999). To accommodate for the challenge, a flexible EMS had to be designed to fit into

the MMF's existing organizational structure. It is also highly recommended that the

MMF designate or hire an employee to be their EMS Coordinator. According to

Herremans and Allwright (2000), having a full-time employee dedicated to the EMS is

one ofthe activities that have the greatest significance in the success ofan EMS.

Traditionally Métis people passed their knowledge orally and there seems to be

varying perspectives among MMF employees and management about whether the Home

Office requires more written policies. When discussing the potential structure of the
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EMS, the focus group participants mentioned that the MMF might benefit from more

written, formal policies, as they were concerned that oral policies may be lost in

translation. In contrast to the focus group's concerns, a senior member of management at

the MMF expressed his concern about creating more documents as he felt that the MMF

was already overburdened by documentation. An EMS that relied on oral transmission of

knowledge would vary greatly from ISO 14001 standards and would require a innovative

approach to ensure that the organization would still achieve its targets.

Another strength of the MMF is their Information Technology (lT) Department

that designed and distributed the online environmental survey to the MMF employees and

management. The MMF's iT department could potentially design a web-based software

for collecting envi¡onmental data to monitor the success of the EMS plan.

4.4.2.1. InTernal and External Communication

The MMF's ability to communicate with their members and the public is a major

strength of the organization. The MMF has the oppofunity to share their EMS with

approximately 12,000 of their members at their A¡nual General Assembly. The MMF

also has close partnerships with many external communication sources. Starik (1995)

stated that Ecologically Sustainable Organizations utilize the media to communicate their

initiatives and to increase the environmental awareness oftheir audience. The Home

Office's EMS recognizes the importance of communicating the MMF's initiative and

environmental performance to its citizens to increase Métis people's environmental

awareness and interest in environmental issues.

Another challenge faced by designing the EMS is ensuring that there is sufficient

internal and external communication among employees and management regarding the
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EMS. The EMS has to identif,z required resources such as training, education,

awareness, and personnel to be successfully implemented (Kirkland & Thompson, 1999).

The EMS should be a collaboration that involves interaction among many different

departments and outside organizations to provide a venue for sharing challenges and

offering solutions (Matthews, Christini, & Hendrickson, 2004). Involvement with

outside organizations through meetings, workshops, and conferences provides an

opportunity to share experiences and leam new approaches (Matthews, Christini, &

Hendrickson, 2004). According to Halila (2006), the first step towards reducing

complexity and successfully implementing an EMS is facilitating training and education

sessions. To address this challenge, the MMF EMS should include training sessions,

workshops, and newsletters for MMF employees regarding the progress of the EMS. As

Ecologically Sustainable Organizations benefit from having many paftnerships with

vatying organìzations, the Home Office EMS recommends that the MMF collaborate

with environmental organizations in Manitoba such as Resource Conservation Manitoba

for assistance with environmental awareness and training (Starik, 1995).
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CHAPTER 5: MANITOBA MÉTIS FEDERATION DRAFT EMS
T{ANDBOOK

5.1 Scope Description

Built in 1958, the Manitoba Métis Federation's (MMF) Home Office is located at

150 Henry Avenue in Winnipeg, Manitoba. The Home Office houses approximately 150

employees. This EMS encompasses the operations, programs, and policies of the MMF

Home Office.

5.2 Rationale for the EMS

The MMF, as the self-govemment representative of the Métis people in Manitoba,

has the responsibility to act in the best interest of Métis people. By creating and

implementing an Environmental Management System (EMS), the MMF has the

opportunity to reduce its environmental impacts. Reducing the environmental impact of

the MMF is important to the employees, as ninety-eight percent of MMF Home Office

employees believe that the MMF should address its impact on the environment. In Métis

culture, there is a respect for nature and replenishing environmental resources.

According to President Chartrand, "Wildlife conservation, habitat protection and

environmental responsibility have always been strong priorities for the Manitoba Métis

community" (Province of Manitoba, 2007).

An EMS would also allow the MMF to reduce its economic costs enabling the

organization to spend funding on programs that benefit Métis citizens in Manitoba.

Implementing and maintaining an EMS provides the MMF with security by

knowing that they are complying with all applicable environmental legislation. By being
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proactive and maintaining proper documentation the MMF is demonstrating due

diligence.

5.3 Steps for implementing the EMS

To implement the EMS, the MMF should initially:

1. Review and discuss the EMS

2. Review, if necessary revise, and commit to the Environmental Policy

3. Inform MMF employees and management about the Environmental Policy

and the EMS

4. Conduct a compliance audit to review the MMF's compliance with

legislation, municipal bylaws, and Traditional laws

5. Review the environmental aspects, objectives, targets and actions and

revise as required

6. Implement a plan for achieving the identifìed targets

7. Conduct training needs assessments

8. Hire or designate an employee as the EMS Coordinator

9. Implement the document control system for EMS related documents

10. Implement a procedure for documenting and addressing any

nonconformities, corrective and/or prevenfative actions

Table 7. Actions for Implementing the EMS.

Expand the EMS to involve
the seven regions

Review, if necessary
revise, and commit to the

Annually review and revise
the Environmental Policv

Adapt the policy over time
to become more Métis
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Environmental Policv specific and better reflect
Métis identity

Implement the
Environmental Policy for
the seven regions and MMF
locals

Inform MMF employees
and managemenf about
the Environmental Policy
and the EMS

Involve and inform MMF
employees and members
about the EMS during
Managers' Meetings, the
Annual General Assembly
and by using the MMF
website

Conduct a compliance
audit to review the
MMF's compliance with
legislation, municipal
bylaws, and Traditional
laws

Review biannually
legislative requirements and
recommend any applicable
revisions to the Home
Office's Environmental
Policy, environmental
aspects, objectives, targets,
actions, and programmes

Review the
environmental aspects,
objectives, targets and
actions, revise as

required

Revise the environmental
aspects, objectives, targets
and actions

Monitor the MMF's
progress on implementing
the environmental policy,
environmental aspects,
targets, actions and
programmes

Implement a plan for
achieving the identif,red
targets

Conduct an audit and
management review of the
MMF's EMS

Expand the EMS to include
MMF programs such as

housing

Conduct training needs
assessments

Offer training for employees
as identified in the EMS
Handbook

Retain documentation of
training offered to
employees

Hire or designate an
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Implement the document
control system for EMS
related documents

Review the documenl
control system

Implement a procedure
for documenting and
addressing any
nonconformities,
correcfive and/or
preventative actions

Review any
nonconformitíes, corrective
and/or preventative actions

Review the procedure for
documenting and addressing
nonconformities, corrective
and,/or preventative actions

5.4 Environmental Policy for the MMF

5.4.1 Purpose

The purpose ofan environmental policy is to commit to continually reducing your

environmental impact. It is important that MMF employees are aware that the MMF has

an environmental policy, why the MMF has an environmental policy, where the policy is

located and that the policy commits to continual improvement, meeting legislative

requirements and reducing environmental impacts.

5.4.2 Policy

Métis culture is based on a respect for the environment. The MMF commits to

continually reducing our environmental impacts by:

- Integrating environmental considerations into our planning and daily activities

- Meetiug or exceeding regulatory environmental requirements

- Regularly reviewing our environmental objectives and targets

- Communicating our environmental policy to our employees and members
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For more information on the MMF's Environmental Policy, please visit the

MMF's website at rvrvw.mn [.mb.ca.

5.4.3 Procedure

The Home Office's EMS Coordinator annually reviews and recommends

revisions to the MMF's environmental policy. The Workplace Safety and Health

Committee then reviews the EMS Coordinator's recommended revisions and provides

their recommendations to the Executive Director who approves or revises the revisions to

the policy and signs to approve any changes.

5,4.4 Recommendations

The current MMF Environmental Policy meets ISO 14001 requirements but it is

expected that the MMF's Environmental Policy will adapt and evolve over time to

become more Métis specific and better reflect Métis identity.

5.5 Organizational Chart

The MMF is currently reviewing the organizational structure of the Home Office.

Once finalized, a copy of the organizational chart will be located in the MMF Human

Resources Department.

5.6 Legal Requirements

5.6.1 Purpose

The compliance audit is useful for identifying all applicable federal and provincia.l

legislation, municipal bylaws, and Traditional laws and is basic to the design,

implementation and maintenance of the EMS. The compliance audit also clarifies

whether legislation is applicable to the Home Office's environmental aspects.
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5.6.2 Procedure

Before implementing the EMS, the EMS Coordinator of the Home Office or other

designated employee will conduct a compliance audit to verifi' whether the MMF is

complying with all applicable legislation. On a bia¡-nual basis, the EMS Coordinator will

review legislative requirements and recommend any applicable revisions to the Home

Off,rce's Environmental Policy, environmental aspects, objectives, targets, actions, and

programmes. The Worþlace Safety and Health Committee will review the EMS

Coordinator's revisions and recommend amendments as required. The Executive

Director will approve any revìsions.

5,7 Environmental Aspects, Objectives, Targets, Actions and Responsibilities

5.7.1 Purpose

The purpose of identifuing environmental aspects, objectives, targets, and actions

is to identifr the MMF Home Office's potential environmental impacts and determine

targets and actions for reducing potential impacts. There are many actions identified in

the EMS to provide options for the MMF although each action does not need to be

completed in the hrst year. Table 8 outlines the MMF EMS's environmental aspects,

objectives, targets, possible actions, and responsibilities. The table lists the five

identified aspects, the MMF's objective for the aspect, the first yearly target and possible

actions to accomplish the target, and the employees who are responsible for the actions.

The MMF has identified the following five environmental aspects based on

information gathered from an environmental survey, focus group, meetings, and waste

and energy audits.
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5.7.2 Energy Use

Energy is an environmental and economic concem for the MMF's Home Office.

According to a baseline audit completed by Manitoba Hydro, the MMF consumes

1,572,318 kWh of electricity.

5.7.2.1 . Objective

' Reduce energy consumption at the MMF Home Ofhce.

5.7 .2.2. Targef

- Yearly 50á reduction in energy consumption

5.7.2.3. Actions

- Apply for Manitoba Hydro's Commercial Lighting Program to retrofit existing

light fixtures

- Involve design students in designing a new lighting scheme for the Home Office

- Conduct an energy audit of the MMF Home Office

- Retrofit existing light fixtures

- Reduce the number oflight fixtures

- Fulfrll health and safety = top environmental demand of employees

5.7.2.4. Responsibility

- EMS Coordinator

- MaintenanceDepartment

5.7.2.5. Future Actions

- In the future, the MMF will researcb. the viability of replacing the existing boiler

and cooling system with a new energy efficient models and replacing the existing

windows with new energy effrcient windows that can open
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5.7.3 Purchasing

The MMF's Home Ofñce is divided into various departments. Each department

is responsible for purchasing their supplies. By participating in bulk green purchasing for

the entire Home Office, the MMF could easily reduce their environmental impact while

saving money. The MMF plans to eventually incorporate bulk purchasing into their

purchasing plan.

5.7.3.1. Objective

- Purchase more environmentally friendly products at the Home Office

5.7.3.2. Target

- Yearly 20% increase in green purchasing

5.7.3.3. Action

- Increase green purchasing

- Provide training for the EMS Coordinator about green purchasing

5.7.3.4. Responsibility

- EMS Coordinator

5.7.4 Transportation

According to the MMF Environmental Survey, many employees are interested in

subsidized bus passes, carpooling, and/or cycling to work. Having employees take

alternative transportation could vacate one of the Home Office's surface parking areas

providing the MMF with options for leasing their parking spots.

5.7.4.1. Obj ective

- Encourage MMF employees to take alternative transportation to the MMF Home

Office
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5 .7 .4.2. Target

- Yearly 100% increase in alternative transportation by MMF employees

5.7.4.3. Action

- Participate in the Commuter Challenge

- Research viability ofsubsidized transit passes, carpooling and bicycle storage

- Explore charging nominally for parking

5.7.4.4. Benefits:

- Improved fitness and health for MMF Home Office employees

- Opporhrnity to use parking spaces for other uses such as green spaces or increase

revenue by renting more parking spaces to neighbourhood businesses

5.7.4.5. Responsibility

- EMS Coordinator

5.7.5 Waste Generation

The MMF collaborated with the University of Manitoba's Natural Resources

Institute to implement waste reduction strategies and programs at the Home Office.

5.7.5.1. Objective

- Reduce, divert and prevent waste and pollution at the MMF Home Offrce

5 .7 .5 .2 . T arget

- Yearly 10o% reduction in overall waste

5.7.5.3. Action

' Implement a composting program

- Reduce use ofdisposable cups and plates

- Educate MMF employees about methods for reducing paper usage
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- Conduct a waste audit

- Increase the variety ofproducts that are recycled

- Reduce paper usage

5.7.5.4. Benefits:

- Less waste

- Less money spent on creating and hauling waste

5.7.5.5. Responsibility

- EMS Coordinator

- Elsie Bear's Kitchen

5.7.6 Water Usage

The MMF recognizes the environmental and economic importance of reducing

unnecessary water consumption.

5.7.6. L Objective

- To reduce water usage at the MMF Home Office

5.7.6.2. TargeT

- Yearly 100/o leduction in water usage

5.7.6.3. Action

- Install sink aerators

- Replace urinals with waterless urinals

- Replace toilets with low flush

5.7.6.4. Benefits:

- Less unnecessary water consumption

- Less money spent on water
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5.7.6.5. Responsibility

- EMS Coordinator

- MaintenanceDepartment
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Tablc 8. MMF EMS Aspects, Objectives, Targets, Activities and Employee Responsible.

Aspect

Energy

Objective

Reduce energy
consumption

Targct

Y early 5%o reduction
in energy usage

Purchasing

Transportation

Activities
- Apply for Manitoba

Hydro's Commercial
Lighting Program to retrofit
existing light fixtures

- Involve students in
designing a new lighting
scheme for the Home Office

- Conduct an energy audit of
the MMF Home Office

- Retrofit existing light
hxtures

- Reduce the number of light
fixtures

- Fulfill health and safety:
top environmental demand
of emolovees

Purchase more
environmentally
friendly products

Encourage MMF
employees to
take alternative
transportation

Waste

Y early 20o/o increase
in green purchasing

Responsibility

Yearly 10% increase
in altemative
transportation by
MMF employees

Reduce. divert

EMS Coordinator
Maintenance Departmenl

- Increase green purchasing
- Provide training for the

EMS Coordinator about
sreen nurchasins

Yearlv l0% reduction

- Participate in the Commuter
Challenge

- Research viability of
subsidized transit passes,
carpooling and bicycle
storage

- Explore charging nominally
fnr narl¡ino

- EMS Coordinator

Implement a composting

EMS Coordinator

EMS Coordinator
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Aspecf

Generation

Objcctive

and prevent
waste and
pollution

Water Usage

Targef

in overall waste

Reduce water
usage

Activities
program

- Reduce use of disposable
cups and plates

- Educate MMF employees
about methods for reducing
paper usage

- Conduct a waste audit
- Increase the variety of

products that are recycled
- Reduce Daoer usage

Y early 10Vo reduction
in water usage

- Install sink aerators
- Replace urinals with

waterless urinals
- Replace toilets with low

flush

Responsibility

Elsie Bear's Kitchen

- EMS Coordinator
- MaintenanceDeparlment
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5.8 Significant Aspects

The five main environmental aspects identified by the MMF are energy,

purchasing, transportation, waste, and water (Table 9).

Table 9. Significant Environmental Aspects Identified at the MMF Home Office.

Environmental Aspect Category Indicator

Energy usage Cooling Energy bill

Heating Energy bill

Lighting Energy bill

Windows Energy audit

Purchasing Green purchasing Budgets and reporting

Transportation Bicycle Employee survey

Carpool Employee survey

Public transportation Employee survey

Waste generation Composting Invoices

Disposables Number purchased

Paper usage Amount purchased

Water usage Consumption Water bills

5.9 Environmental Programmes

The actions selected in the environmental aspects, objectives, targets and actions

section will also be included in the Environmental Programmes section.

5.9.1 Composting

The MMF Home Office houses Elsie Bear's Kitchen, which is an independent

Métis owned and operated cafeteria. The MMF will pilot a composting program through

Elsie Bear's Kitchen. Composting will be collected weekly from the cafeferia.
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5,10 Structure and Responsibility

5.10.1 Purpose

The purpose of outlining the structure and responsibility ofthe EMS is to ensure

that the EMS is incorporated into existing systems at the MMF Home Office and to

outline necessary responsibilities and resources.

5.10.2 Procedure

To ensure the success of the MMF Home Office's EMS, the MMF should ensure

that can expend the following resources:

- Human resources including training for employees

- Time for implementing and maintaining the EMS

- Financial resources for participating in the identified actions and programmes

The Executive Director of the MMF will appoint a management representative or

an employee to work with the EMS Coordinator who will be responsible for

implementing and maintaining the EMS. It is important that the EMS coordinator has a

close working relationship with MMF management, particularly the President's Office

and the Executive Director, as well as the Workplace Safety and Health Committee.

The MMF should integrate the EMS into their existing management systems. By

involving the Worþlace Safety and Health Committee, the EMS will not exist as a

separate management system.

5. I 0.3 Recommendations

The MMF could involve university and/or college students by offering them term

positions as the MMF's EMS Coordinator. Part of the EMS Coordinator's job

description could be applying for funding to maintain and improve the MMF's EMS. By
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involving students, it would provide the MMF with employees who have EMS related

knowledge and would provide students with hands-on work experience.

5.11 Competence, Training and Awareness

5.11.1 Purpose

The purpose of providing EMS related training and teaching environmental

awareness is to ensure that employees are competent to fulhll theirjob requirements and

to motivate employees to strive to active the targets outlined in the EMS.

5.11,2 Procedure

The MMF will ensure that all employees or representatives who may cause

significant environmental impacts, as identified in Section 5, have received adequate

training, awareness, and education to ensure their competence.

The MMF will conduct training needs assessments to ensure that Home Office

employees receive adequate EMS and environmental training and are competent to fulfill

their environmental responsibilities as identified in their job descriptions. Employees

will also receive environmental education that will inspire them to participate and teach

about general environmental responsibilities such as recycling, composting and energy,

water ând waste reduction.

The MMF will retain documentation of EMS and environmental related training

in each employee's personnel file.

5.1 1,3 Recommendalions

The MMF could collaborate with environmental organizations in Manitoba such

as Resource Conservation Manitoba for assistance with environmental awareness and

training.
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5.12 Internal Communication

5.12.1 Purpose

The purpose of internal communication is to involve all employees and

departments in the EMS, share EMS related information and management review and

audit results, demonstrate the MMF's environmental commitments, leam new

perspectives, and motivate employees to become fufther involved in the initiative.

5.12.2 Procedure

Internal communication of the MMF's EMS will occur at Managers meetings,

Board of Directors meetings and during yearly reporting.

5.12.3 Recommendation

It is important that the MMF ensure that all departments and employees are

involved in the EMS as different perspectives can add a lot ofvalue to the process and it

may increase Home Office employees' environmental awareness and inte¡est in the

initiative.

5.13 External Communication

5.13.1 Purpose

The purpose of external communication is to inform Métis citizens and the

general public about the MMF Home Office's EMS. It is an opporhrnity to involve

interested parlies and receive input.

5.13.2 Procedure

External communication will be facilitated by sharing the Home Office's EMS on

the MMF's website. The MMF will communicate its successes through its

communication strategy, and during each Annual General Assembly.
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5.13,3 Recommendations

Implementing and maintaining an EMS is a great asset for an organization. The

MMF should communicate its results to the public as it demonstrates that the MMF is an

innovative organization. The MMF's ability to communicate with their members and the

public is a great strength. The MMF should utilize the Annual General Assembly to

communicate the results of their EMS with their members. The MMF could also benefit

from their close pafnerships with many extemal communication sources, such as

Pemmican Publications Inc, various Aboriginal newspapers, and Native Communications

Inc. Q.'ICI).

5.14 Documentation

5,14.1 Purpose

The purpose of maintaining records is to demonstrate the MMF's legal

compliance and continual improvement. The records are used for monitoring,

management review, and audits.

5.14.2 Procedure

The MMF Home Offìce will maintain and periodically update an EMS manual

that contains the following:

- Environmental policy

- Environmental aspects, objectives, targets, and actions

- Environmentalprogrammes
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Record Location Retention Period

Environmental policy 7 years

List of environmental aspects,
objectives, targets and actions

7 yearc

List of significant aspects 7 yearc

Environmental pro grammes 7 years

Monitoring and measurement
records

7 yearc

Training records 7 years

Communication records 7 years

Compliance, conection and
prevention records

7 years

Management review minutes 7 years

EMS intemal audit results 7 years

Legal review results 7 years

Document revisions 7 yearc

Table 10. Environmental Records.

5.15 Document Control

5.15.1 Purpose

The purpose ofdocument control is to ensure that EMS related documents are

maintained, reviewed, approved, relevant, and easily assessable.

5.15.2 Procedure

The MMF will develop, implement, and continue a documerrt control system to

ensure that EMS related documents are:

- Maintained and controlled

- Read-only by other MMF employees and representatives

- Reviewed prior to implementation
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- Approved prior to implementation

- Reviewed, updated, and approved annually

- Available at the location identified in the Environmental Records Table

- Relevant, up-to-date, legible, and clearly labelled

- Identified and destroyed or archived once deemed obsolete

The MMF will maintain a documenf that lists any revisions to the handbook.

5.16 Document Header

The EMS documents will contain a header that indicates:

- The name ofthe document

- The number ofthe document

- The date the document was approved

- The department where the policy originates

- Who approved the document

- The page number (example x ofy)

- What the document supercedes

Figure 5. Document Header.

Document Name: No, Page #

Department Approved By

Effective Date Supercedes
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Maintained and controlled

Read-only by other MMF employees and
representatives

EMS Coordinator

Reviewed prior to implementation Workplace Safety and Health
Committee

Approved prior to implementation

Reviewed, updated annually EMS Coo¡dinator

Available at the location identified in the
Environmental Records Table.

EMS Coordinator

Relevant, up-to-date, legible, and clearly
labeìled

EMS Coordinator

EMS CoordinatorIdentified and destroyed or archived once
deemed obsolete

Table 11. Document Control Procedure.

5.17 Operational Control

5.17.1 Purpose

Maintaining operational control is important to ensure that fhe MMF has

documented procedures to meet any legal requirements, to achieve its identified targets

and reduce its impact on the environment.

5.17.2 Policy

The EMS Coordinator at the Home Office will create a plan for addressing

significant environmental aspects related to MMF's environmental policy, environmental

aspects, objectives, targets, and actions to ensure that the MMF reduces its environmental

impacts.
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5.18 Emergency Preparedness and Response

5.18.1 Procedure

For more information on the MMF Home Office's emergency preparedness and

response plan, please refer to the Workplace Safety and Health manual.

5,19 Monitoring and Measurement

5.19.1 Purpose

The purpose of regular monitoring is to ensure that the MMF is conforming to its

environmental policy, environmental aspects, targets, and actions. Regular monitoring is

useful for identifring any deviation from the EMS.

5.19.2 Procedure

The EMS Coordinator of the Home Office will monito¡ and document monthly

the MMF's progress on implementing its environmental policy, environmental aspects,

targets, actions and programmes. The EMS Coordinator will monitor the success of the

EMS through many sources including internal and extemal EMS related conespondence,

energy bills, budgets, reporting, employee surueys, invoices, and water bills.

5.19.3 Recommendation

The MMF's Information Technology (IT) Department could potentially design a

web-based software for collecting environmental data for monitoring the success ofthe

EMS plan
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Environmental policy Policy Intemal and external EMS related
correspondence

Energy usage Cooling Energy bill

Heating Energy bill

Lighting Energy bill

Windows Energy audit

Purchasing Green purchasing Budgets and reporting

Bulk purchasing Budgets and reporting

Transporlation Bicycle Employee survey

Carpool Employee survey

Public transportation Employee survey

Waste generation Composting Invoices

Disposables Number purchased

Paper usage Amount purchased

Water usage Consumption Water bills

Table 12. Monitoring and measurement.

5.20 Compliance with Legal and Other Requirements

5.20.1 Purpose

The purpose of reviewing and documenting the MMF's compliance with legal

requirements is to ensure that the MMF has the documentation to prove that they are in

compliance if they were legally challenged and to measure the current compliance status

of the Home Offìce.

5.20.2 Procedure

The EMS Coordinator of the Home Office will annually review, record, and

maintain documentation on the MMF's legal compliance and report the results to the

Workplace Safety and Health Committee.
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5.21 Nonconformity, Corrective and Preventative Action

5.21.1 Purpose

The purpose ofprocedures for documenting, addressing, correcting, and

preventing nonconformities is to ensure that the MMF has a plan for any divergences

from its EMS and to prevent occurrences or recurrences of actions that cause harm to the

environment.

5.21.2 Procedure

The EMS Coordinator of the Home Office will develop, instigate, and maintain

procedures for documenting, addressing, conecting, and preventing actions and

preventing occurrences or recurrences of environmental actions that cause harm to the

environment.
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Table 13, Non-conformity, Corrective and Prcventative Actions,

Example: Failure to
compost

January 1 l,
2008

Misunderstanding
procedure

Sorted through refuse
to add compostable to
bin

Very effective

Preventative
Action

Provided mo¡e
training to
employees aboul
composting

Created a list of
compostable
items
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5.22 Internal Audit

5.22.1 Purpose

The purpose ofthe audit is to determine and inform management about whether

the MMF Home Office has conectly implemented, and maintained their EMS.

5.22.2 Procedure

Each year, an authorized employee of the MMF will audit the Home Office's

EMS. The EMS Coordinator will not conduct the audit to ensure that the auditor is

imparlial and objective. To audit the MMF's EMS, the auditor may:

- Review EMS related documentation

- Conduct interviews with the EMS coordinator, the Workplace Safety and Health

Committee and the Executive Director

- Obserue how the MMF's EMS is operating

5.22.3 Recommendation

The MMF would benefit from hiring external auditors for their first audit and

having an interested MMF Home Office employee shadow the auditors to learn the

auditing process. The interested employee could then conduct the next annual audit.

5.23 Management Review

5.23.1 Purpose

The purpose ofthe review is to:

- Determine whether the EMS is still relevant and up{o-date

- Identiff areas of improvement

- Review whether the Home Office is achieving its targets
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- Approve o¡ revise recommendations for the improvement of the EMS and

environmental performance

5.23.2 Procedure

- The MMF Home Office's Workplace Safety and Health Committee, Managers

and Executive Director will, at a minimum, arurually review the Home Office,s

EMS.
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Table 14. Management Review Chart.

Elemenl

Policy

Legal requirements

Environmental
aspects, objectives
targets and actions

EMS Coordinator

Annually review and
recommend revisions

Biannually review
requirements

Audit results

Communication

Annually review
progress and
recommend revised
targets, actions and
aspects

Workplace Safety and
Health Committee

Review the EMS
coordinator's
recommended revisions

Corrective /
preventative action

Responsibility

Organize audit and

review results

Review amendments as

required

Review and collect any
internal and external
EMS related
correspondence

Continual
improvemenl

Annually review
progress and
recommended revised
targets, actions and
aspects

Managers

Annually review any
corrective / preventative
action. Annually review
any nonconformities and
non-compliances.

Review audit results

Executive Director

Submit reports and
budgets based on
applicable targets
and actions and
review progress

Approve or revise
recommendations and
sign to approve

Approve or revise
amendments and sign to
approve

Review audit
results

Annually review
progress and approve
amendments

Review audit results
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Element

Relevant, and up-to-
date

Report

EMS Coordinator

Review EMS to ensure
it is relevant and up-to-
date

Annually draft an EMS
report

Workplace Safety and
Health Committee

Responsibility

Review and discuss
report

Managers

Review report and
share with
employees

Executive Director

Review and approve
report
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CHAPTER 6: VISUALIZING SUSTAINABILITY FOR THE
MANITOBA MÉTIS FEDERATION: EVALUATING THE

RATIONALE FOR ENVTRONMENTAL PROGRAMMES, TARGETS
AND ACTIONS AS COMPONENTS OF AN ORGANIZATION'S

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction:

Organizations require methodologies for collecting data to determine the success

of their EMS's programmes, actions, and targets and to effectively communicate the

information to their employees, management, and stakeholders (Ramos & Joxtaz de

Melo, 2006). The main goal of this section is to examine the methods used for a Métis

organization to identifl, address, and evaluate their environmental impacts. The first

objective ofthis section is to critically evaluate the author's rationale for designing the

Manitoba Métis Federation's (MMF) environmental targets and actions. The second

objective is to assess the proposed EMS's relevance and effectiveness. The signihcance

ofthis section is to determine the potential effectiveness and relevancy ofa proposed

EMS before implementation.

Based on the environmental survey, focus group, and baseline data, the author

selected five areas as having the largest impact: energy use, purchasing, transpoftation,

waste generation, and water usage. The author selected actions based on the priorities of

MMF employees as identified during the environmental survey, locus group, and

baseline data and is now veriffing whether the identified actions are the most economical

and will most reduce the MMF's envi¡onmental impact. It can be easily questioned

whether this method optimizes sustainability? Would the author have selected the same

areas if they have used different quantifiers to select targets and actions?

To describe the programmes, actions and targets selected by the MMF, it is
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important for the reader to understand the people and their organization. The Métis

nation formed over time as First Nation women and European men intermarried and

developed their own unique history, culture, language, and govemance system. Métis

people's unique history and culture was shaped through their paÍicipation in the fur

trade, agriculture, politics, and the arts. Métis people were highly involved in

transportation as inventors ofthe York boat and the Red River Cart and as workers on the

rail system (Préfontaine, Paquin, & Young, Traditional Métis Transportation, 2003). The

Red fuver Cart was highly versatile as it was used to transport up to one thousand pounds

ofBuffalo meat or other freight across the prairie, as a raft or boat for crossing water and

as temporary shelter (Anderson2004). The Métis language, Michif, was developed after

a long period of Métis people speaking both French and Cree (Crawford, 1985).

The Métis people's unique history includes their role in Manitoba's entrance into

confederation through the creation of the Manitoba Act. On December 8, 1869, the Métis

in Manitoba formed a provisional government to negotiate Manitoba's entry into Canada

(Teillet. 2006, Préfontaine & Dorion 2003). The Métis were successful in negotiating

that the Manitoba Act would include English and French as the official languages, protect

current resident's land from settlers, and grant the Métis a homeland, although the system

for distributing land and protecting the current residents of Manitoba was flawed and

resulted in many Métis people losing their land and becoming marginalized (Teillet,

2006).

After a long period of marginalization in Manitoba, the MMF was formed in 1967

to represent the Métis Nation in Manitoba. The MMF is the Métis self-govemment

representative for the Manitoba Métis community and is one of the five goveming
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members of the Métis National Council. The Métis National Council (2002) defines a

Métis as: " a person who self-identifies as Métis, is of historic Métis Nation Ancestry, is

distinct from olher Aboriginal Peoples and is accepted by the Métis Nation". One of the

recent victories for the Métis people was their recognition in Section 35 ofthe Canadian

Constitution that acknowledged Métis as one ofthe three distinct Aboriginal Peoples in

Canada.

Since 1967, the MMF has rapidly grown and now has approximately 250

employees at its Home Office and seven regional offices: Interlake Region, Northwest

Region, Southeast Region, Southwest Region, The Pas Region, Thompson Region, and

Winnipeg Region. The MMF still has a grassroots govemance system as it is governed

through its locals, regional offices, and provincial board.

The MMF Home Office Branch in Winnipeg houses approximately 150

employees, as well as the Canadian Pacif,rc Railway (CPR) Police Service, as CPR at one

time owned the building. The Home Office building was constructed in 1958, at a time

when energy and resources were inexpensive, resulting in a building that does not include

high efhciency toilets, lights, fumaces, or windows. The MMF Home Office building is

located at 150 Henry Avenue in the South Point Douglas area of Winnipeg, Manitoba, an

economically depressed area in Winnipeg's in¡er core that is sunounded by many social

service providers and is an area where many people are afraid to walk.

The MMF began discussions around establishing an EMS at the MMF Home

Office in spring 2005. As a self-government office, the MMF Home Office differs from

larger production oriented corporations as it has few environment regulations to follow

and did not choose to implement an EMS solely to conform with legislation. The
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motivators for implementing the EMS were primarily as an opportunity to reduce

operating costs, address environmental impacts, be innovative, and demonstrate corporate

social responsibility.

6.1.1 MMF's Aspects, Actions, Targets and Goals

The purpose of identifring environmental aspects, objectives, targets, and actions

is to identifl' the MMF Home Office's environmental impacts and determine targets and

actions for reducing potential impacts. This requires that we look at each ofthe five

areas identified as having the largest impact. These are energy use, purchasing,

transportation, waste generation, and water usage. Table 15 outlines the MMF EMS's

five identified aspects, objective for each aspect, the first yearly target and possible

actions to accomplish the target, and the employees who are responsible for the actions.

6.1.2 Energy Use

Energy is an environmental and economic concern for the MMF's Home Office.

According to a baseline audit completed by Manitoba Hydro, the MMF Home Office

consumes more electricity than the typical office space. The MMF's energy target is to

reduce energy consumption by 5%o arn]ually by applying for Manitoba Hydro's

Commercial Lighting Program to retrofit existing light fixtures; involving design students

in designing a new lighting scheme for the Home Office; conducting an energy audit of

the MMF Home Office; and reducing the number of light fixtures.

6.1.3 Purchasing

The MMF's Home Office is divided into various departments where each

department is responsible for purchasing their supplies. By participating in green

purchasing for the entire Home Office, the MMF could easily reduce their environmental
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impact. The MMF's purchasing target is a20%o yearly increase in green purchasing. The

MMF plans to eventually incorporate bulk purchasing into their purchasing plan.

6.1.4 Transportation

According to the MMF Environmental Survey, many employees are interested in

subsidized bus passes, carpooling, and,ior cycling to work. Having employees take

alternative transportation could vacate one ofthe Home Office's surface parking areas

providing the MMF with options for their land. The MMF's transportation target is a

10o/o yearly increase in alternative transportation by MMF employees by participating in

a Commuter Challenge; researching the viability of subsidized transit passes, carpooling

and bicycle storage; and exploring charging nominally for parking.

6.1.5 Waste Generation

The MMF collaborated with the University of Manitoba's Natural Resources

Institute to implement waste reduction strategies and programs at the Home Office. The

MMF's waste goal is to reduce, divert, and prevent waste and pollution at the MMF

Home Office. The MMF's target is a 10%o yearly reduction in overall waste by

implementing a composting program; reducing the use of disposable cups and plates;

educating MMF employees about methods for reducing paper usage; conducting a waste

audit; increasing the variety ofproducts that are recycled; and reducing paper usage.

6.1.6 Water Usage

The MMF recognizes the environmental and economic importance of reducing

r¡nnecessary water consumption and understands the need to reduce water usage at the

MMF Home Office. The MMF's water target is a I}Yo yearly reduction in water usage
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by installing sink aerators; replacing urinals with waterless urinals; and replacing toilets

with low flush models.
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Table 15. MMF EMS Aspects, Objectives, Targets, Activitics, and Employee Responsible.

Aspect

Energy

Objective

Reduce energy
consumption

Purchasing

Target

Yearly 59'o

reduction in
energy usage

Transportation

Purchase more
environmentally
friendly products

Activities

Waste
Generation

Encourage MMF
employees to
take alternative
transpoftation

Apply for Manitoba Hydro's
Commercial Lighting Program to
retrofit existing light fixtures
Involve students in designing a new
lighting scheme for the Home Office
Conduct an energy audit of the MMF
Home Office
Retrofit existing light fixtures
Reduce the number of light fixtures
Fulhll health and safety : top
environmental demand of emnlovees

Yearly 20o/o

increase in green
purchasing

Reduce, divert
and prevent
waste and
pollution

Yearly llYo
increase in
altemative
transportation by
MMF employees

Increase green purchasing
Provide training fo¡ the EMS
Coordinator about green purchasing

Yearly 10%o

reduction in
overall waste

Responsibility

Participate in the Commuter Challenge
Research viability of subsidized transit
passes, carpooling and bicycle storage
Explore charging nominally for parking

EMS Coordinator
Maintenance
Deparftent

Implement a composting program
Reduce use ofdisposable cups and
plates
Educate MMF employees about
methods for reducing paper usage
Conduct a waste audit
Increase the variety ofproducts that are
recycled
Red,,ce nanen,caoe

EMS Coordinator

EMS Coordinator

EMS Coordinator
Elsie Bear's
Kitchen
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Aspecf

Water Usage

Objective

Reduce water
usage

Target

Yearly l0%'
reduction in water

Activities
Install sink aerators
Replace urinals with waterless urinals
Renìace toilets with low flush

Responsibility

EMS Coordinator
Maintenance
T)enârtmenf
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6.2 Methods

The Home Office's EMS applied a parlicipatory research methodology to involve

MMF employees and management (Table 16). MMF employees and management were

involved in an online environmental survey, a focus group session, and many meetings.

6.2.1 Environmental Survey

To determine the areas and level ofinterest in the environment, approximately

150 MMF Home Office employees and 100 employees at the MMF's seven Regional

offices were emailed a link to an electronic survey. To filter the results, the employees

were asked in the suruey to identify where they worked. The MMF Environmental

survey was posted online from January 29,2007 to February 9,2007, and consisted of33

questions. The survey questions focused on environment, health and quality of life issues

asking about the employees' level ofinterest in environmenfal issues; the need for

addressing the MMF's impact on the environment; their level of comfort in the work

environment; whether the MMF is a healtþ workplace; perceived safety; time spent

outdoors; exposure to chemicals; lighting; view; temperature and air control; noise; water

wastage; daily transportation; and identifying significant environmental aspects. With

sixty-one employees ofone hundred and fifty employees responding, the response rate

was 40.3%o. The average completion time for the survey was 10 minutes.

6,2.2 Focus Group

After completing the survey, a tì¡,/o and a half hour focus group session was held

with eight MMF employees and managers on November 20 ,200'1 , to gain further insight

into organizational sfengths, the ernployees' perceptions of the MMF's environment
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responsibilities, Métis environmental knowledge, and recommended methods for

achieving sustainability.

6.2.3 Baseline Data

To analyze the baseline or current environmental impact of the MMF, information

was gathered regarding the MMF's current energy consumption through a baseline

energy audit, waste generation through a waste audit, and employees' perceptions flom

the MMF Environmental Survey. Manitoba Hydro conducted the benchmark energy

audit for the MMF's Home Office and other buildings (Silcox, 2007).

Once the areas of interest were identif,red, an EMS plan was developed that could

improve the current situation based on the identified baseline information and

incorporating the feedback obtained from employees and managers. To ensure that

employees quickly began to see results from the project, a few measures were

implemented including a composting program.

Table 16. MMF EMS Timeline.

EMS Stages and Actions 2006 2007 2008

Commitment and policy

Commitmerf from the Executive Director ,//5

Draft the environmental policy

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the
environmental policy, targets and actions X6 X X

Planning

Develop the survey

5 The / denotes that the action was accomplished.

6 The X denotes thar the acrion is ongoing.
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ÐMS Stages and Actions 2006 2007 2008

Distribute the survey

Formulate the survey results

Analyze the survey results

Conduct the focus group session

Present at a Managers Meeting at the MMF

Create a list of improvements, targets and goals X

Research possible funding sources X

Gather baseline data for the Home Offrce X X

Involve experts to conduct a baseline energy audit at

the MMF Home Office

Involve experts to conduct a waste audit at the MMF
Home Offrce

Produce a draft EMS for the MMF

Meet with the Executive Director to discuss the draft
EMS

6.2.4 Feasibility Calculator

To calculate the feasibility of a project, one could estimate the severity ofthe

environmental impact, the scale of the environmental impact, the payback period, and the

capital cost. For the feasibility calculator, an activity is rated as feasible (2) if it would

mitigate a significant envi¡onmental impact, mitigate a large scale environmental impact,

its capital costs could be returned inayear, or if it does not require more than $5,000. An

activity is rated as moderately feasible (1) if it would mitigate a moderate environmental

impact, mitigate a moderately scaled environmental impact, its capital costs will take

between 2 to 5 years for returns, or it requires less than $20,000. An activity is rated as

limited feasibility (0) if it would mitigate a minor environmental impact, mitigate a small

scale environmental impact, its capital costs require more than 5 years to be returned, or
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if it requires more than $50,000. The higher the activity is rated, the more important or

easier the item is to implement.

An activity is deemed as a significant environmental impact (2) if it causes

ineversible damage, is a persistent toxin or carcinogen, utilizes non-renewable energy, or

virgin materials. An activity is a moderate environmental impact (1) if it can be

remediated with effort, may be toxic but not a persistent toxin or carcinogen, uses

renewable energy sources, or over consumes recycled materials, An activity is a minor

environmental impact (0) if it is reversible, is non toxic, uses limited renewable energy,

or limited recycled materials.

An activity is deemed as a large-scale environmental impact if it could impact the

Métis Nation, a moderately scaled environmental impact if it could impact the Manitoba

Métis Community and low scale environmental impact if it could impact the MMF Home

Office.

Once each activity is rated, the total feasibility rating is analyzed to determine

whether the activity is not feasible (rating ofzero, one or two), low feasibility (rating of

three or four), moderate feasibility (rating offive or six), or high feasibility (rating of

seven or eight) (Table 17).

Table 17. Overall feasibility rating.

Not feasible 0, 1,2

Low feasibility 3,4

Moderate feasibilìw 5,6

High feasibility 7,8
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6.3 Results

6.3.I Environmental Survey

The results from the MMF's Environmental Suruey demonstrated the MMF's

level of interest in the environment and support for addressing the MMF environmental

impacts. In total, thirty-five of the surveyed Home Office employees (57 %) rated their

level of interest in environmental issues as high, very high, or extremety high, while

twenty-four had moderate interest (39%) and two employees had slight interest (3%)

(Figure 6). None ofthe employees surveyed stated that they have no interest in

environmental issues (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Interest in Environmental Issues (n=61).
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The MMF Environmental Survey confirmed that Home Office employees support

environmental initiatives at the MMF as sixty (98%) of Home Offìce employees surveyed

stated that it is important or very imporlant for the MMF to address its impact on the

environment whlle one (2Vo) stated that it is less important (Figure 7). The correlation

between the level ofinterest in the environment and the need to address the impact on the

environment was 0.9645.

Figure 7. Importance of Addressing Environmental Issues (n=61).
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The most significant environrnental aspects that the fifty-seven responding employees

would like improved at the MMF include: improved thermal climate (35 employees),

windows that open (35 employees), and controllable lighting (33 employees).

Respondents also recommended improved lighting (28 employees), more recycling

facilities (25 employees), more green spaces (24 employees), more organic/fair trade

options in Elsie Bear's Kitchen (19 employees), altemative transportation (18
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employees), draft free windows (16 employees), green cleaning products (15 employees),

increased safety (14 employees) and composting (8 employees).

Table 18. Significant Environmental Aspects Indicators at the MMF Home Office.

Environmental Aspect Category Indicator

Energy usage Cooling Energy bill

Heating Energy bill

Lighting Energy bill

Windows Energy audit

Purchasing Green purchasing Budgets and reporting

Bulk purchasing Budgets and reporting

Transportation Personal vehicle Employee parking passes

Bicycle Employee survey

Carpool Employee survey

Public
transportation

Employee survey

Waste generation Composting Invoices

Disposables Number purchased

Paper usage Amount purchased

Water usage Consumption Water bills

The results of the Environmental Survey were incorporated into the MMF's EMS

plan. The MMF's EMS actions include reducing the Home Office's energy consumption

and addressing the employees' lighting concerns by retrofrtting existing light fixtures;

involving design students in designing a new lighting scheme for the Home Office;

conducting an energy audit of the MMF Home Off,rce; retrofitting existing light fixtures;

and reducing the number of light fixtures.

The employees' recommendation for alternative transportation is addressed by

having the Home Office participate in a Commuter Challenge and researching the
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viability of subsidized transit passes, carpooling and bicycle storage. The MMF Home

Office's EMS actions include green cleaning products through their plan to increase

green purchasing by 20%o annually. The MMF's EMS plan addresses the employees

recommendation for increased recycling and composting by implementing a composting

program at the MMF Home Office; reducing the use of disposable cups and plates,

educating MMF employees about methods for reducing paper usage; conducting a waste

audit; increasing the variety ofproducts that are recycled; and reducing paper usage.

6.3.2 Focus Group

The focus group participants discussed the MMF's responsibility to the Métis

people to address its environmental impacts and provide a healthy working environment

for its employees. The focus group participants mentioned that the MMF could utilize

their EMS to increase environmental awareness among their people.

The focus group participants were asked to identi$r actions that the MMF could

pursue to help the Home Office become more environmentally friendly and improve the

offrce-working envirorunent. The focus group participants' recommendations included:

energy efficiency; thermal climate; overall comfoft; reduction in paper usage; recycling;

ergonomically friendly workspaces and ofhces such as hiring someone who specializes in

ergonomics; waste reduction; green spaces to encourage staff to go outside; new windows

that open for comfort and fire safety; cleaner ventilation system; and inc¡eased

ventilation. Many of the focus group's recommendations were incorporated into the

MMF's EMS though their commitments to improve energy efficiency, reduce waste

consumption and increase recycling.
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6.3.3 Baseline Data

Manitoba Hydro conducted a baseline audit to determine the MMF Home

Office's yearly energy consumption. According to Manitoba Hydro, the total floor area

of the MMF Home Office is 105,325 square feet and rhe energy index is 32.34-kWh,/sq.

ft, which is greater than the typical energy index for similar offrce buildings in this area at

29.80-kWVsq. ft. The majority of electricity (75.8%) was used for lights, hot water, and

miscellaneous equipment (Table i9). The majority of natural gas (98.6%\ was used for

heating (Table 19).
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Table 19. MMF Home Office Energy Usage and Estimated Savings.

Electricity Lights, hot
water and
miscellaneous
eouinment
Heating
ecuipment

Natural
gas

Cooling
eouinment

t,t97,504

Total
Lights, hot
water and
miscellaneous
eouìnment

1t,280

37.90%

303,534

Heating
equipment

Grand Tot

1,572,318

" Manitoba Hydro measures the energy using a kilowatt-hour equivalent (kWhe). Electricity is measured in kilowatt hour

(kWh) and natural gas is converted to the equivalent energy in kilowatt how (kWhe)

sss,3'1s.96

Cooling
eouinment

2.30%

33,203

Total

9.60%

$3,296.1 9

1,800,993

50"/"

0.90%

t3%

st4,036.27

0

s72,,708.42

1,834,196

3,406,514.00

49.30%

$ i,328.00

15',7,9t1

0o/.

0%

0%

$72,009.00

I3o/"

5U "/o

0

loro/"

1,039,s93

0%

$0

0

.00

t57,9t1

S'i J.JJ'l.UU

st46,04s.42

0%

71,280

0

$7,302.27

0%

303,534

1,493,702

U"/o

0

130/"

33,203

s0.00

0

$0.00

t70,326.00

0

s7,302.27

I,800,993

s0.00

0

3,236,188.00

0

$0.00

$0.00
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Transportation baseline data was collected from the MMF Environmental Survey.

Forty-eight (80%) ofthe sixty employees who responded to the question in the survey

travelled to the MMF by personal vehicle, six employees used public transportation

(10%), two employees carpooled (3%), one employee walked to the MMF Home Office

(2o/o), one employee carpooled and used public transportation (2%), one employee used

their own vehicle and public transpoÍation (2%), one employee used a personal vehicle

in the winter and walked in the summer (2%) (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Daily transportation to the MMF Home Office (n=61).
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6.3.4 Payback Time, Required Capital and Environmental Impacf

6.3.4. 1 . Energy
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In Manitoba, the majority ofelectrical energy is produced at fourteen generating

stations located on the Nelson River, the Winnipeg River, the Saskatchewan fuver, and

the Laurie (Manitoba Hydro). Two percent of the electricity produced in Manitoba is

from six diesel sources: two diesel-generating stations and four remote diesel-generating

stations (Manitoba Hydro).

Assessing the impact caused by electricity usage in Manitoba is controversial.

One could argue that hydroelectricity generation in Manitoba has a significant impact as

hydro generation has resulted in major consequences for Northern and Aboriginal

peoples by flooding large areas of land, causing mercury contamination, impacting

livelihoods, and disrupting communities (Kulchyski & Neckoway, 2006; Boyd, 2003).

One could also argue that many ofthe other options for energy generation in

Manitoba are less viable or green than hydroelectricity. Manitoba Hydro currently

purchases wind power from a site in St. Leon, Manitoba. Wind is an excellent addition to

diversifr Manitoba Hydro's energy buf the cost of wind energy is very high in

comparison with hydroelectricity and wind energy is not very reliable. Two other energy

sources in Canada include coal and nuclear energy. Energy produced by coal has

signifìcant environmental consequences including impacts on ecosystems, air quality,

waste generation, and surface and groundwater flows (Cuddihy, Kennedy, & Byer, 2005).

One of the largest environmental impacts caused by nuclear energy is disposing of waste

fuel (Cuddihy, Keruredy, & Byer,2005).

Healing

Heating at the MMF Home Office causes a significant environmental impact as

the boiler relies on natural gas, which is a non-renewable energy source and heating
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accounts for 98.6%o of the MMF's natural gas consumpfion (rating of two for

environmental impact). The scale of the impact of the MMF's Home Ofnice heating

system is large as natural gas production and consumption impacts Métis across the

Nation (rating of two for scale). According to Manitoba Hydro, the payback period for a

new energy efficient boiler is two years to five years (rating ofone for payback).

Manitoba Hydro states that the installation ofa new energy efficient boiler could result in

up to a 30%o decrease in heating costs. A new boiler would require significant capital,

and would cost significantly more than S50,000 (rating of zero for required capital). The

overall feasibility rating for heating is moderate (rating offive for feasibility) (Table 22).

Lighting

The lighting at the MMF causes a moderate environmental impact, as it uses

hydroelectricity, which is renewable (rating ofone for environmental impact). Lighting

accounts for 37.90%o ofthe MMF's total energy usage. Energy usage for electricity is a

moderate scale environmental impact as energy generation has impacted members of the

Manitoba Métis community (rating of one for scale). According to Manitoba Hydro,

replacing existing lighting with energy efficient lighting could have a payback period of

Iess than two years (rating of two for payback). The lighting would cost less than

$20,000 (rating ofone for cost). The overall feasibility rating for lighting is moderate

(rating offive for feasibility) (Table 22).

New windows

The MMF's existing windows cause a signihcant environmental impact as they

are inefficient, which results in the MMF using more natural gas to heat the building

(rating of two for environmental impact). The environmental impacts caused by the
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windows are large scale as natural gas consumption and production impact Métis people

across the nation (rating of two for scale). The average payback period for retrofitting the

windows would be between two years to five years (rating of one for payback). The

average cost would be greater than $50,000 (rating of zero for cost). The overall

feasibility rating for new windows is moderate (rating of five for feasibility) (Table 22).

6.3.4.2. Gr een purchasing

Non-green products can cause signihcant environmental and health impacts as

non-green cleaning products can include carcinogens, neurotoxins and heavy metals

(Govemment of Onta¡io, 2001). Paper can be from virgin forests (rating of two for

environmental impact). Green purchasing is a low scale environmental impact, as by not

purchasing green it will mainly impact MMF Home Office employees (rating of zero for

scale). There is a short monetary payback for green purchasing as recycled paper and

green cleaning supplies can be purchased for the same cost as non-environmentally

friendly paper and cleaners (rating of hvo for payback). The cost of green purchasing

would be less than $5,000 annually (rating oftwo). Green cleaning products and

recycled paper are both great options for reducing an organization's environmental

impacts as they replace products that can cause large environmental and health impacts.

The overall feasibility rating for green purchasing is moderate (rating of six for

feasibility) (T able 22).

6.3.4.3. Transportation

Single vehicle transportation has a significant environmental impact as it releases

toxic air pollution, is very energy intensive, and rnostly relies on non-renewable energy

(rating oftwo for environmental impact). The greatest contributor to air pollution in
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Canada is the transportation sector (Boyd, 2003). According to David Boyd, from 1950

to 1990, public transportation per person declined from two hundred and f,rfty to one

hundred uses per year while from 1970 to 1999, the number of motor vehicles doubled

(2003). As the number ofvehicles increase, so does asthma, heart disease, bronchial

infections, and emphysema (Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 1999). In Manitoba, motor

vehicle collisions are the number one cause ofdeath for young adults between the ages of

15 - 24 (Manitoba Healthy Living, 2004). Single vehicle transpofation is a large scale

envi¡onment impact as air pollution and consumption of gasoline impact Métis across the

nation (rating of two for scale).

Bicycling

By organizing an area for safe bicycle storage and offering shower facilities for

employees, an organization could easily and affordably increase the use ofbicycles

among their employees. If the organization were to encourage employees and offe¡

adequate facilities for bicycling and then utilize the extra parking space for daily or

monthly parking leases, the payback would be less than one year (rating of two). The

cost of organizing a safe area for storage and allowing employees to use existing shower

facilities would cost less than $5,000 (rating of two for cost). The overall feasibility

rating for bicycling is high (rating ofeight for feasibility) (Table 22).

Carpooling

The payback of organizing a carpooling program for the MMF would be very

quick, less than one year, as the MMF could immediately start to gain revenue by renting

monthly parking spots to interested members ofthe public (rating of two for payback).

There are programs available such as Carpool.ca that assist with matching possible
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carpoolers, and offers tips and guidelines on carpooling etiquette. The overall feasibility

rating for carpooling is high (rating ofeight for feasibility) (Table 22).

Public transportation

Winnipeg Transit has an EcoPass program that offers twenty different options for

businesses that are considering subsidizing their employees' monthly transit passes

(Winnipeg Transit). To participate in the program, companies select the discount that

they want to offer and sell the monthly transit passes to their employees. The possible

discounts vary from 5% to 100% (Winnipeg Transit). A monthly transit pass in

Winnipeg is currently $71 .25 (Winnipeg Transit). lf a company chooses to subsidize

30%o of the monthly transit pass, the employees would pay the company $49.90, the

company would contribute 514.25 and Winnipeg Transit would rebate the company

$7. 1 0 (Winnipeg Transit).

The payback period for participating in the EcoPass program would be less than a

year if the company could use the extra parking spaces to generate revenue by monthly or

daily leases (rating oftwo for payback). The cost ofthe project is dependent on the level

chosen by the conpany and could easily be implemented for under $20,000 (rating ofone

for cost). The initiative would require little organizational change as it would only

require the company to determine the amount they would want to discount fhe passes and

then sell the passes to their employees. The overall feasibitity rating for public

transportation is high (rating ofeight for feasibility) (Table 22).

6.3.4.4. Composting

Not composting could cause significant environmental impacts as the composted

organic waste could be used as a fertilizer replacing chemical fertilizers that may include
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persistent toxins or be carcinogenic although one could debate whether the environmental

costs of having an organization pick up the food waste outweigh the benefits ofhaving

the food not composted (rating of two for environmental impact). Composting is a low

scale environmental impact, as not composting will mainly impact the MMF's Home

Off,rce (rating ofzero for scale).

The payback period for composting would be very slow especially for weekly

pickup and would take more than five years for payback (rating of zero). Based on the

data gathered from the waste audit and a price quote from a local company that provides

weekly compost pickup, the estimated cost for a composting program for the Elsie Bear's

Kitchen at the MMF is 52,242.65 (rating of two for cost) (Table 20). Implementing a

composting program would require little organizational change, but would require

employee education and training for the employees of the cafeteria. The company that

offers the compost pickup provides very clear directions on what can be composted.

The overall feasibility rating for composting is low (rating offour for feasibility)

(Table22).

Table 20. Composting Yearly Cost Estimate.

Item Price
75 Ksldav * 5 davs/week â .$0.1 0 ner kø $2.100.00
Tote Rental (65 Gal.) S5.00 ner month nlus GST 1.05 %) s63.00
64 Gal. Compostable Bin Liner 56/Case 579.95 s79.65
Yearly Price Estimate s2.242.65

6.3.4.5. Reducing and replacing disposables

Styrofoam has a significant environmental impact, as it cannot be recycled in

Winnipeg and therefore causes irreversible damage to the environment (rating of two for
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environmental impact). Styrofoam is also manufactured from a non-renewable energy

source. Styrofoam is a moderate scale environmental impact as its failure to decompose

impacts members of the Manitoba Métis community (rating of one for scale). Replacing

disposables with biodegradables has a long payback period that is greater than five years

(rating ofzero for payback). The capital cost ofreplacing disposables with biodegradable

options is moderate and could be estimated at 57 ,167 .56 annually (rating of one for cost)

(Table 21). In Winnipeg, the Waste Reduction Store, which offers biodegradable

options, offers free delivery for purchases over $275.00 (The Waste Reduction Store,

2007).

According to the results from the August 12, 2008 waste audit at the Home

Ofhce, the MMF used approximately 1.5 lbs of Styrofoam in one day or approximately

50 Styrofoam containers. Ifone were to utilize the results from the waste audit, it could

be estimated that the MMF would utilize 250 Styrofoam containers a week. If 250

people are using disposable containers a week, it could be estimated that 250 would also

use disposable cutlery. During the waste audit, it become evident that the MMF

employees utilize many plastic stir sticks, ifone hundred employees had a cup ofcoffee a

day, one could estimate 500 stir sticks and coffee cups would be used weekly.

The overall feasibility rating for reducing and replacing Styrofoam is low (rating

of four for feasibility) (Table 22).
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Table 21. Estimated Biodegradable Products Price List (The Waste Reduction
Store, 2007).

6.3.4.6. Reducing paper usage

The forest industry is a contributor to air and water pollution, waste production

and energy consumption in Manitoba. Conventional forestry results in deforestation,

reiies on non-renewable energy consumption to power machinery and for transportation,

and contributes to greenhouse gas production (Kissinger & Rees, 2006). By reducing the

amount of paper the MMF uses it would mitigate a signifìcant environmental impact

(rating of two for environmental impact). Excessive paper usage is a large scale

environmental impact as conventional forestry impacts Métis across the Métis nation

(rating of two for scale). Implementing programs to reduce paper usage would have a

very shof payback period (rating of two for payback) and cost very little (rating of two

Item Units Per
Case

Price
Weekly

Use
Monthly

Cost
Yearly
Cost

6x6 Sugarcane
Hamburger Clamshell

250 $4s.33 75 $54.40 9652.76

20oz Sugarcane
Medium Clamshell

250 $47.5 5 100 $76.08 $912.96

Sugarcane Soup
Container - 16 oz

600 s93.00 75 s46.s0 s558.00

Sugarcane
Biodegradable Lid - 7
oz and 19 oz

600 s54.44 75 c17.)1 s326.64

7" Wooden Stir Sticks 1000 $3.10 500 $6.20 s74.40

Fork, Knife and,/or

Spoons
1000 $62.10 1000 $ 1 86.30 s2,23s.60

I oz World Art Hot
cup

I000 $100.30 500 $200.60 $2,407.20

Total $7,167.56
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for cost). There would be moderate organizafional change required as employees would

require training on how to preview their documents, print double sided, reuse paper for

scrap and send online memos.

The overall rating for reducing paper usage is high (rating ofeight for feasibility)

(Table 22).

6.3.4.7. Water Wastage

There are many affordable and accessible strategies that organizations can use to

reduce their water consumption. By installing sink ae¡ators and fixing leaks,

organizations can significantly reduce their water consumption for very little cost (rating

of two for cost). The payback period for these initiatives would be very quick (rating of

two for payback).

Umecessary water consumption is a significant contributor to pollution, waste

and energy usage in Manitoba and across the country. Excessive water usage can cause

irreversible damage to the environment (rating of two for environmental impact). Water

waste is a large scale environmental impact as harm caused by over consumption can

affect Métis across the nation. Other than the Americans, Canadians use the largest

amount of water per capita (Boyd, 2003). The average Canadian uses 343 litres per day,

which equals 500,000 litres annually per household (Body, 2003). The overall feasibility

rating for reducing water wastage is high (rating ofeight for feasibility) (Table 22).
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Table 22. Feasibility Rating.

Category Feasibility Rating

Impacf Scale Payback Monev Rating Feasibilitv

Heating 2 2 0 5 Moderate

Lighting I 2 1 5 Moderate

Windows z 2 0 5 Moderate

Green
purchasing

2 0 2 2 6 Moderate

Bicycle 2 2 2 2 8 High

Carpool 2 2 2 z 8 High

Transit 2 2 2 7 High

Composting 2 0 0 2 4 Low

Stvrofoam 2 I 0 4 Low

Paper usage 2 2 2 2 8 High

Water usage 2 2 2 2 8 High

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Evaluation for the MMF's EMS Programmes, Actions and Targets

This section evaluates the MMF's EMS Programmes, Actions and Targets by

comparing the feasibility rating with information gathered during the participatory

research. Tat:le 23 compares the feasibility rating, employee survey results and action

plan.

6.4. I .1 . Heating, and windows

The MMF chose not to focus on heating, or windows yet as they are very difficult

to mitigate as they require great effort to change and are very expensive. In the

feasibility rating heating, and windows are rated as moderate feasibility (rating offive).

The MMF Environmental Survey found that thermal comfo¡t and windows were tied as
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the most significant aspects participants would like addressed at the MMF Home Office

(Table 23). In Total, 560/o of the employees surveyed were either uncomforlable (18%) or

less comfofable (38%) with the temperature and air exchange in their workspace. The

remaining 44%o were either comfortable (37%) or very comforlable (7%). The most

common temperature and air exchanges concerns were: office space is too cold (22

employees), office space is too hot (18 employees), can¡ot control heating and cooling (6

employees), too stuffu because there is not enough ventilation; (6 employees), and too

much dust (4 employees). Although it would be ideal if the MMF's EMS targets and

actions were able to address the two most cited signihcant aspects by their employees,

the cost ofreplacing the heating and cooling system and windows is too high for the

MMF at this present time. Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins (1999), also recommend

beginning retrofitting initiatives with lighting as once the lighting is changed the

buildings need for heating and cooling may also change.

6.4.1.2.LighTing

The MMF Home Office EMS target focuses on addressing their lighting as it was

a concem identified during the Environmental Survey and focus group session. The

feasibility rating for lighting is moderate feasibility (rating offive). Although lighting

was only rated as moderate feasibility, lighting accounts for 37.9o/o of the MMF's annual

energy costs. With a payback period of less than two years, lighting is a priority for the

MMF Home Office.

The MMF action plan and targets correlate with the data from the environmental

survey where lighting, especially controllable lighting, was identified as the second most

important aspect for the MMF to address.
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6.4.1 .3. Purchasing

The MMF's Home Office EMS has a target to increase green purchasing by 20%

annually. Green purchasing was rated as moderate for feasibility (rating of six). In the

MMF Environmental Survey, the employees were asked about specific green purchasing

options including whether Elsie Bear's Kitchen should offer more organic and fair trade

options, which was selected by 19 employees ofthe fifty-seven responding employees as

an aspect for the MMF to address and whether the MMF should use more green cleaning

products, which was selected by 15 employees offifty-seven responding employees as an

aspect for the MMF to address.

To achieve the MMF's target, the EMS Coordinator will require training to

increase their knowledge about green purchasing such as what is considered a green

product; why is the product considered green; and the benef,rts of purchasing green

(Chen,2005).

6.4. 1.4. Transponation

Bicycling, carpooling and public transportation were ¡ated as having high

feasibility (rating of eight). The MMF's EMS target is a 10% increase in altemative

transpofiation by MMF employees. The MMF's target should be easily attainable as

twenty four of the sixty surveyed employees (40%) at The MMF would be willing to take

transit to work if their monthly passes were subsidized by the MMF. If the MMF were to

organize carpooling, thiÉy ofthe sixty-one surveyed employees (49%) would be willing

to carpool to work. In addition, if the MMF were to offer bicycle storage facilities,

twenty{hree of the sixty-one surveyed employees (38%) would be willing to cycle to

work.
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The MMF Home Office EMS targets transportation as it was identified during the

participatory research and can offer many benefits to the MMF including improved

fitness and health lor MMF Home Office employees and an opporhrnity to use parking

spaces for other uses such as green spaces or increase revenue by renting more parking

spaces to neighbourhood businesses. Each employee travelling to the MMF in a personal

vehicle causes a significant impact to the environment by utilizing fossil fuels and

emitting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Encouraging altemative transportation is

seen as easy to mifigate.

The MMF's EMS actions for transportation include researching the viability of

subsidized transit passes, carpooling and bicycle storage and exploring charging

nominally for parking. The rationale for conducting further research on methods for

encouraging alternative transportation at the MMF is not due to a question of the

feasibility ofthe actions but rather choosing to explore the best possible route for

encouraging alternative transportation. Winnipeg Transit's EcoPass program has twenty

possible options for subsidizing monthly transit and each option will have to be evaluated

to determine which is the most feasible for the MMF. Carpooling also requires further

¡esearch to determine whether the MMF should parlicipate in an online carpooling

program or create their own carpooling program. Further research is required to

determine how the MMF can best accommodate safe bicycle storage and provide

showering facilities for their employees at their Home Office. Market research is also

required to determine the feasibility and possible monthly cost for leasing additional

monthly parking in the Home Office parking lot.
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Alternative transportation may be an aspect that was rated as very feasible during

the quantitative rating and was of interest to the MMF employees but it is often very hard

to modi$ behavior although there has been a recent shift towards altemative

transportation since gas prices have risen.

6.4. 1 .5. Waste Generation

The MMF Home Ofhce EMS targets waste as it was frequently recommended

during the participatory research

Composting

Using the feasibility rating, composting was rated as low feasibility (rating of

four). Composting was the significant aspect that surveyed employees least mentioned

for wanting the MMF to address during the MMF Environmental Survey. The MMF

chose to address composting in their EMS as it reduces the amount of waste entering the

waste stream. The MMF partnered with the Natural Resource Institute at the University

of Manitoba to implement a composting program for Elsie Bear's Kitchen. The MMF

now has weekly commercial composting pickup by a local company. Since a private

company runs Elsie Bear's Kitchen, the MMF could choose to include composting as a

requirement under their contract.

Styrofoam

Using the feasibility rating, replacing Styrofoam was rated as low feasibility

(rating of four) but the MMF included it in their action plan as it is easy to mitigate

because there are many other options for Styrofoam including biodegradable corn

products. The employees were not specifically asked about Styrofoam in the MMF

Environmental Survey.
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Paper usage

Paper usage was rated as high feasibility (rating ofeight) using the feasibility

rating and was chosen by the MMF as it is easy to mitigate by educating MMF

employees about methods for reducing their paper usage. Employees discussed the need

to reduce paper usage in the MMF Environmental Survey and the focus group session.

6.4.1.6. Water Usage

Water usage was rated as high feasibility (rating ofeight) using the feasibility

rating and was also of great signihcance to the MMF Home Office. Water wastage has a

significant impact ofthe environment and reducing water consumption is easy to

mitigate. The employees were not asked about whether the MMF should reduce water

usage in the MMF Environmental Survey but they were asked to identify methods for

reducing waste usage. The most common solution for eliminating water wastage was to

install low flow toilets (4 employees).

Table 23. Comparison of Feasibility Rating, Employee Survey Results and EMS
Action Plan.

7 n/a denotes specific categories that were not asked during the MMF Envi¡onmental
Survey
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Category Feasibility
Rating

Employee
Survey

Action Plan

Water usage High nJa Install sink aerators
Replace urinals with waterless urinals
Replace toilets with low flush

Paper usage High nJa Educate MMF employees about
methods for reducing paper usage

Reduce Daþer usage

Green
purchasing

Moderate Moderate - Increase green purchasing
- Provide training for the EMS

Coordinator about green purchasing
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Category Feasibility
Rating

Employee
Survey

Action Plan

Carpool High Moderate Participate in the Commuter
Challenge
Research viability of carpooling and
bicycle storage
Explore charging nominally for
na rLin o

Bicvcle High Moderate Participate in the Commuter
Challenge
Research viability of bicycle storage
Explore chargíng nominally for
narl¿in o

Public
transportation

High Moderate Participate in the Commuter
Challenge
Research viability of subsidized
transit passes

Explore charging nominally for
narkino

Lighting Moderate High Apply for Manitoba Hydro's
Commercial Lighting Program to
retrofit existing light fixtures
Involve students in designing a new
Lighting scheme for the Home Office
Retrofrt existing light fixtures
Reduce the number of light fixtures

Comnostins I-ow Verv Low Imolement a comoostins orosram

Styrofoam Low nJa - Reduce use ofdisposable cups and
nlates

Windows Moderate Verv High - Future initiative
Heatins Moderate Verv Hish - Future initiative

6.4.2 Evaluation for the MMF's EMS Actions and Targets

The MMF Home Office's EMS has five targets: to reduce energy consumption

yearly by 50%; to increase green purchasing by 20Yo yearly; to increase alternative

transportation by 10% annually; to reduce waste by 10% annually; and to reduce water

wastage by 10% annually. The MMF Home Office's EMS outlines actions that are

required to meet the yearly targets. Each year, the MMF will review their plan to identi$
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whether they met their targets and to create new actions for the following year. Each

year the targets may appe harder to achieve but the MMF's EMS will become more

established, the MMF will see the benefits of the actions they have already implemented

and their employees' level of environmental awareness will continually increase making

their targets desirable and achievable.

6 .4 .2 .1 . Energy

Utilizing the baseline data, it is simple to estimate the MMF's savings from

implementing the program. By reducing their energy consumption by 5%, the MMF

could save approximately $7,302.27 by reducing their lighting costs by 13%.

6.4.2.2. Ãlternarive transportation

Forty percent of the survey employees in the MMF Environmental Survey

indicated that they would be willing to take transit to work if the MMF were to subsidize

transit passes. By offering the EcoPass program and subsidizing employee transit by

I0%o,lhe program would cost the MMF $4,140.00 annually. By subsidizing transit

passes by 75%, the program would cost $28,728.00 (Table 25).

If the MMF were to have fifteen of their Home Ofhce employees utilize public

transportation, walk or carpool, and they were to charge S50/month for monthly parking

in the vacated spots, the MMF could save nine thousand dollars annually. By having

sixty oftheir employees utilizing public transit and charging $75lmonth for parking the

MMF could generate $54,000.00 annually (Table 26). The revenue from the additional

parking spaces could easily cover the MMF cost for subsidizing employee transit passes

by 75%.
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Table 24, Annual Eco Pass Transit Costs Per Employee. Winnipeg Transit.

Transit
Discount

Employee
Contribution

Rebate to
the MMF

MMF
Payment

Total Cosf

t0% s769.20 $ 16.80 $69.00 $8s5.00

30% s598.80 $85.20 $ 171.00 $855.00

50% s427.80 $119.40 $307.80 $855.00

75% s213.60 $ 162.60 $478.80 s855.00

Table 25. Annual Eco Pass Transit Costs for Sixty Employees. Winnipeg Transit.

Transit
Discount

#of
Employees

Employee
Contribution

Rebate to
the MMF

MMF'
Payment

Total Cost

10Y. 60 $46,1s2.00 $ 1,008.00 s4,140.00 S5 300.00

30% 60 $35,928.00 $5,1 12.00 $ 10,260.00 s5 ,300.00

50% 60 $25,668.00 $7,164.00 s I 8,468.00 $s 300.00

75% 60 $12,816.00 s9,756.00 $28,728.00 ç< 300.00

Table 26. Potential Parking Revenue.

Additional Parking Monthlv Rent Annual Revenue

t5 s50.00 $9,000.00

t5 s75.00 $ 13,s00.00

30 $50.00 $ 1 8,000.00

30 $75.00 $27,000.00

4J $s0.00 $27,000.00

45 s75.00 $40,500.00

60 s50.00 $36,000.00

60 $75.00 $54,000.00
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6.5 Conclusion

By contrasting the quantitatively rated environmental aspects with the action plan

designed for the MMF's Home Office, it demonstrates that the MMF's action plan is

prioritizing actions that are feasible and reduce environmental impact. One of the items

that was rated as low during the feasibility analysis is identified as an activity for the

MMF's action plan: reducing the number of Styrofoam containers. Reducing Styrofoam

containers was identified a priority as they cannot be recycled and fhere are many other

options that would be easy to implement.

According to the feasibility rating, the most feasible activities are bicycling,

carpooling, public transportation, reducing paper and water usage. The more feasible

activities are all inexpensive, easy to implement and require little organizational change.

The activities that were identified as less feasible were composting and replacing or

reducing Styrofoam. Heating, and windows were identified as actions that were

moderately feasible as they cause a significant environmental impact and are identified as

future targets for the MMF but they are cunently too expensive to implement.

As the MMF Home Office implements the more feasible aspects and the

employees see the benefìts of their actions, the MMF may chose to tackle the more

expensive and challenging aspects.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIOI\

7.1 Summary

This research strived to design an EMS that will meet the needs of the MMF

Home Office. The participatory research for this project included an environmental

survey; a focus group; Managers meetings; and many other meetings to ensure that the

project was inclusive but also to benefit lrom the knowledge and innovative

recommendations from the MMF employees and management.

The EMS was designed to build on the MMF's greatest strengths while reflecting

the employees' priorifies as identified during the environmental survey, focus group, and

baseline data and reflect the employees' and management's understanding of what is

feasible for the MMF.

One of the strengths of the MMF for implementing the EMS is that sustainability

is integral to Métis culture and knowledge (Métis National Council, 2006). A secondary

strength of the MMF is the employees' motivation to address the MMF's impact on the

environment, which has been apparent in all aspects ofthis project, as employees have

been quick to participate and offer assistance. Employees and management of the Home

Office strongly feel that the MMF has a responsibility to address its environmental

impacts. sixty (98%) of Home Ofhce employees surveyed stated that it is important or

very irnportant for the MMF to address its impact on the environment while one

employee (2%) stated that it was less important. The conelation between the level of

interest in the environment and the need to address the impact on the environment was

0.9645. This secondary strength was essential for designing the EMS. If the MMF

employees had not shown interest in the environment, the EMS would have little hope in
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being implemented or continued. Another strength of the MMF is their ability to

communicate with their members. This was incorporated into the EMS by ensuring that

the MMF share the Home Office's EMS on their website and communicate their

successes through their communication strategy, and during each Annual General

AssembÌy.

By conducting the participatory research, it provided an invaluable understanding

ofthe organization and assisted with identifuing the organizations strengths in Chapter

Four, which were incorporated into the EMS in Chapter Five. By contrasting the

quantitatively rated environmental aspects with the qualitative action plan designed for

the MMF's Home Office in Chapter Six, it demonstrates that the MMF's action plan is

prioritizing actions that are feasible and reduce environmental impact.

Contrasting the quantitatively rated environmental aspects with the results from

the participatory research demonstrated the difference between what is quantitatively

rated as feasible for the organization with what is preferred by the MMF employees.

Replacing the heating system, and windows were rated as moderate for feasibility but

were tied as the most significant aspects parlicipants would like addressed at the MMF

Home Office. To accommodate for the differing priorities, an EMS should strive to meld

both the feasibility rating and employee priorities into the plan. Certain actions,

including replacing the heating system, and windows may be too expeusive for the first

year of the EMS but may become more feasible as the organization implements other

actions to reduce their operating costs.
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Ideally, the designed EMS will provide the MMF with an opportunity to address

their environmental impacts, reflect their unique culture and become leaders in

sustainabilily.

7.2 Future Research

Future research could follow the progress of the MMF's EMS to determine the

success of this initiative. As this was the hrst EMS designed specifically for a Métis

organization, one could conduct future research to determine whether the EMS meets

their needs. If not, how could or did they further adapt the EMS to meet their unique

needs? Were there any identified deficiencies of the EMS? Did the MMF choose to

expand the pilot project to include their seven regional offices?

By conducting future research on the progress of the MMF EMS, one could

revisit the initial EMS to determine how an EMS could be more effective and provide the

organization with better direction. Understanding the limitations of the MMF's initial

EMS could benefit other Métis organizations that may be interested in designing and

implementing their own EMS.

Another area of future research could be contrasting the MMF's EMS with an

EMS created by another Indigenous organization. One could ¡esearch how and if EMSs

can reflect unique cultural groups and how various EMSs would differ to meet

Indigenous peoples needs.
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APPENDIX 1: MMF HOME OFFICE ENVTRONMENTAL SURVEY

7.3 Level of interest in environmental issues

In total, 57 o/o of the Home Office employees surveyed would rate their level of

interest in environmental issues as high, very high, or extremely high, while 39%o had

moderate interest and 3% had slight interest (Figure 9). None of the employees surveyed

stated that they have no interest in environmental issues (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Level of interest in environmental issues (n=61).
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7.3.1 Importance of the MMF addressing its environmental impacts

When asked how important is it for the MMF to address its irnpact on the

environment, 98% of Home Office employees surveyed stated that it is important or very

important (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Importance of Addressing Environmental Issues (n=61).
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7,3.2 Comlortable in work environment

When asked if they are comfortable in their work environment, 80 % of

employees surveyed were comfortable. The most common reasons employees listed for

not being comfortable include: temperature (7 employees), air circulation (6 employees),

lighting (5 employees), noise (4 employees) and windows (4 employees).

"Ifeel the MMF could improve by cutting back on the amount of

paper we use. We could do more conespondence via on-line. Il'e are not great
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at recycling materials - we could improve on getting lhe word out. We could

participale with the Conservation Maniloba conlmuter challenge"

7.3.3 Healthy workplace

When asked if the MMF is a healthy workplace, 83% of the employees surveyed

stated yes. The most common health concerns include: lack ofair circulation (3

employees), stress (2 employees), lighting (2 employees) and dust (2 employees).

"Ir/orking in an environment that is not positive crcoles unnecessdry

slress and mental breakdowns, which in turn leads to unproductive employees."

7.3.4 Safety

Intotal,9SYo of employees surveyed felt safe in the MMF Home Office.

7.3.5 Time spent outdoors

Of the employees surveyed, 62% spent time outdoors during work hours

including lunch hour.

7.3.6 Exposure to chemicals

In total, 10% of the employees surveyed stated that they are exposed to chemicals.

Chemical exposures include: strong smelling cleaners and polishers, building material

by-products, mould, and toners.

7.3.7 Lighting

Lighting at the MMF Home Office is a concern for 39% of the surveyed

employees. Common lighting concerns include: too much lighting (5 employees), the

need for more natural light (5 employees), the sun is too bright in their office (3

employees), not enough lighting (3 employees), too much glare on their computer screens
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(3 employees), sore eyes from improper lighting (2 employees) and need for task lighting

(2 employees).

"There would be less need for ceiling lîghts if desks had lights

installed. My cubicle is a little dark despite the ceiling lights. "

"Cutently in my ffice I'd prefer natural lighting. Is our current

lighting safe for the employees or is it just cost effective? II¡hat is the príce the

staff will pay or the ffice if the lighting is not up to standards? More options

should be available. "

"The lighting is too harsh, I have lights above my computer that throw

off a huge glare. I have lo more my monilor arcund to be able to work on it at

time.s. "

7.3.8 Daylight

Of the employees who participated in the survey, 68%o have daylight in their

office.

7.3.9 Controllable lighting

Of the surveyed employees, 45Yo have controllable lighting in their office.

7,3.10 View

According to the surveyed employees, 53Yo have a view from their office.

7.3.11 Temperature and air exchange

In|otal,560/o ofthe employees surveyed were either uncomfortable (18%) or less

comfortable (38%) with the temperature and air exchange in their workspace. The

remaining 44%o were either comfortable (37%) or very comfortable (7%). The most

common temperature and air exchanges concerns were: office space is too cold (22
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employees), offìce space is too hot (18 employees), cannot control heating and cooling (6

employees), too stuffu because there is not enough ventilation; (6 employees), and too

much dust (4 employees).

Figure 11. Comfort level with temperature and air exchange (n=60).
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"The systent has a þrced air regisler which musl continual be on to

maintain a comfortable working temperature. This is quite loud and it hard to

regulaÍe to individual's own preferences."

" lf I didn't have a heqter of my own I would be freezing. TemperaTure

is never at a comfortable state."

" It feels as if there is no fresh air being circulaled. There is no happy

medium, we are either very hot or cold. "
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" Being beside lhe window, during the v,inter, ¡l gets very cold. I'm not

sure if it is due to the heat not working properly, or the insulcttion, or the window

not blocking drifts, but it is very cold during the winter."

"lt's next to impossible lo know how to dress for work because of the

temperqlure variations. The building is cold and then within a couple of days it

will be too hot. It is frustrating year round. As far as air exchange, I do not know

enough aboul our system lo know whelher it worl<s well, but I do worry about it. I

have asthma, and would like to be reassured that we have a good air exchange

system in place. "

7.3.12 Noise

Noise in their workspace is a concern for 40% ofthe employees surveyed.

"Stqff do not respect the open ffice concept. lvhich is to say thqt

some staff have no regardfor the noise level they personally are al."

7.3.13 Water wastage

Thirteen percent of the employees who completed the survey were able to identifu

methods for reducing water wastage at the MMF Home Ofhce. The most coÍrmon

solution for eliminating water wastage was to install low flow toilets (4 employees).

"Short-term costly solution : upgrade plumbing and long-term

savings : eliminate bottled water".

" Fixing the laps in the washrooms. "

"Toilers and urinqls use loo much water. Sínlts could have aeralors. "
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7.3.14 Daily mode of transportation

Forty-eight (80%) of the sixty employees who responded to the question in the

survey travelled to work by personal vehicle, six employees used public transportation

(10%), two employees carpooled (3%), one employee walked to the MMF Home Office

(2%), one employee carpooled and used public transpofiation (2%o), one employee used

their own vehicle and public transportation (2%), one employee used a personal vehicle

in the winter and walked in the summer (2%) (Figure 1'2).

Figure 12. Daily mode of transportation (n=60).
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7.3.16 Carpooling

If the MMF were to organize carpooling, 49yo of fhe surveyed employees would

be willing to carpool to work.

7.3.17 Bicycle storage

If the MMF were to offer bicycle storage facilities, 38% of the surveyed

employees would be willing to cycle to work.

7.3.18 Barriers to public transportation

Of the employees surveyed, 54%o facedbarciers that prevented them from taking

the bus, carpooling, or cycling to work.

" I live in a bedroom community just outside the Perimeter Hwy I

also have to travel periodically with my vehicle or attend external meelings and

conferences. "

"I have a car because I don't feel safe taking the bus to the home

ofrce area. I would want to rely on other stafffor transpofiation either. "

7.3.19 Significant environmental aspects

The most significant environmental aspects that surveyed employees wanted

improved at the MMF include: improved thermal climate (35 employees), windows that

open (35 employees), controllable lighting (33 employees). Other significant

envirorunental aspects include: improved lighting (28 employees), more recycling

facilities (25 employees), more green spaces (24 employees), more organic/fair trade

options in Elsie Bear's Kitchen (19 employees), altemative transportation (18

employees), draft free windows (16 employees), green cleaning products (15 employees),

increased safety (14 employees) and composting (8 employees).



Are there any significant environmental aspects that you would like to see

improved at the Manitoba Metis Federation Home Office?
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7.3,20 Further comments

"In a time where Diabetes is a major heslth concern within the Métis

CommuniÍy, I believe the MMF should proactively be pursuing a health lifestyle

program for the stcrff "

"Geothermal heating! Some sort of internal green space, such as a

soldrium or roof gardenfor lunch Íime. "

" Please can we gel rid of the Styrofoam cups !"

"Currently they have a recycle program in the ffice but its for paper

only and cans. There are alot of items that canbe recycled bul we are unable to

do so. AIso, I would like to see the glm cleaned up, or even mdde larger. Lot of

people would lîke to go but as soon as you have three people in [here it ìs

cramped. I think more people would use the gym if it was larger."

"People who are able to use the stairs, should use the stairs; only

people requiring to use the bulton at Handicap qccess doors should do so, it sø)es

power and wear and tear on the mechanisms ! "

"New colors in some of the Meeting rooms or Professional

Development areas. One feaÍure wall painted in a warm earth tone would sufrce.

Plants in the interior and environmental style islands would be appreciated. "

"It would be nice if there was a place for us lo eaÍ our lunch outside.

If we need shelter lhere would be. "
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APPEI\DIX 2: FOCUS GROUP SESSION

1. How impofiant is environmental sustainability to Métis culture and worldview?

Aboriginal culture is based on the environment; it is about preserving and

respecting the environment. Environmental sustainability can be something we all share.

Achieving Environmental sustainability could be something that is unique to the MMF

and the Manitoba Métis Community. Environment is a huge factor for the Métis; it is

important for spirituality and it is very strong within Aboriginal culture. The

environment is the Métis way of life. Métis people need a healthy indoor and outdoor

envìronment.

2. Is there Métis specif,rc environmental knowledge? Is so, how does differ from

non-aboriginal or First Nation's environmental knowledge?

There is a respect for nature and replenishing environmental resources. A few

focus group participants stated that they believe there is Métis specif,rc environmental

knowledge but they are not sure how it is unique. A participant mentioned that perhaps

Métis environmental knowledge is not too different from First Nations knowledge. One

participant mentioned that not all Métis were raised on the land.

There is a need for more environmental education and awareness. Education

should be the first priority. Education is required for change. Once educated about the

environment, people will demand change. The Louis Riel Institute is doing an

educational and cultural class in St. Malo and Brandon. They are also working on adding

curriculum on Métis for grades 2 - 6 and, notjust in history classes.

3. Should the Manitoba Métis Federation address its environmental impacts? If so,

how?
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Yes, they should address their environmental ímpacts. They have an obligation to

the Métis people and the MMF needs a healthy environment for its employees.

There needs to be more awareness and education about the environment at the

MMF. The Home Office would be a great place to start.

The MMF needs to determine what to improve:

- energy efficiency

- thermal climate

- overall comfort

- sanitation (bathrooms and staffkitchens)

- reduction in paper usage

- recycling

- ergonomically friendly workspaces and offices (hiring someone who specializes

in ergonomics)

- reduce the amount ofwaste

- greenspaces to encourage staff to go outside

- new windows that open for comfort and fire safety

- clean ventilation system and increased ventilation

The focus group participants discussed many options for change including:

- The offìce could be organized so that common areas are open with views outside.

They could have open air meering areas

- All employees would benefit from adequate office space, a window and a views
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- Open air museums as you walk through the building

The number oferrployees is still increasing and the Home Ofhce could benefit

from a more organized and logical offrce anangement. The Home Office would benefit

from more maps demonstrating their current office layouts with plans for the future

including future projections and organizational charts. The office layout should be

designed to mitigate any safety concems and be a participatory process that includes

those units affected by changes agreeing and improving those changes, prior to the

changes being made.

The MMF and the Manitoba Métis Community would benefit from greater

communication. The MMF has 130 locals across Manitoba and they could have a system

that increases communication with the locals.

4. Should the Manitoba Métis Federation only address its environmental impacts

that will increase economic savings? Or should they also address impacts with

less cost savings resulting in social and health benefits?

How to address the MMF's environmental impact is an issue that needs input

from the Managers. The MMF could acquire more funding to work in this direction. It is

necessary that the MMF present itself in a business man¡er. There needs to be

recognition ofthe impoftance of human resources (e.g., improved productivity, less lost

work days due to illness should be accounted for and rnay outweigh the cost for changes

ifconsidered). Perhaps increasing economic savings is a good way to start the process.

The MMF requires innovative solutions. The MMF needs to be more proactive

and look for solutions that are out of the ordinary. It is good to starl with a test project. It
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will be easier to sell the project at the Home Office. They could then promote the project

and gain the jnterest of the other regions.

Good lighting is a necessity. Temperature can be an issue at the Home Office.

The colours of the walls are also important. One participant mentioned thaf 54o/o oî

workplace injuries are to the back. Need more awaÍeness on ergonomics and the

environment. A healthy home environment is also essential. People become emotionally

exhausted at work. What can the MMF do to help people be more healthy and well?

Many participants of the focus group enjoyed when the Human Resources Department

sent out the health and safety tip of the month.

5. How can the Manitoba Métis Federation be susfainable in the long-term?

The MMF can be more sustainable through cooperation, innovation, education,

retention, training, research, support, protection of identify, working together, and

working more with less. The MMF could look at reducing their usage of office materials

by implementing a comprehensive inventory of existing supplies. The MMF could also

benefit from sending more emails and printed memos.

The MMF may beneht from more written, formal policies. There is concem that

oral policies may be lost in translation. Written policies could help protect more people.

The MMF originally had a walking group. A focus group participaat mentioned

that neighbourhood safety can be a concern.
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